
From the President
William T. Hayes, President, IEEE Broadcast Technology Society

Gree t i ng s  BTS 
members: 

In addition to 
being President of 
the IEEE Broadcast 
Technology Soci-
ety, I also Chair the 
Advisory Board for 
ieee.tv. I have re-

cently been online at ieee.tv watching 
videos, ostensibly to check out the me-
dia player that is in use and to look at 
the educational potential for some of 
the material being presented. 

Given the dynamic changes we are 
seeing on a global scale in the inven-
tion, implementation and impact of 
new technologies and the speed at 
which technologies are embraced and 
discarded, lifelong learning for those 
of us in the IEEE is not an option 
anymore but a requirement. By the 
time most students complete a formal 

 degree in an IEEE related discipline, 
much of what they have learned is 
outdated. By the time they have estab-
lished themselves in a career, most of 
their formal education is outdated. In 
order to insure success, we must there-
fore become lifelong learners.

In reality, this is not new or news. 
Whether we acknowledge it or not, we 
are wired to be lifelong learners. This 
is why we generally don’t make the 
same mistakes over and over. Nothing 
like burning your hand on a hot stove 
to confirm that you need to exercise 
caution around things that get hot. As 
we experience more things, we learn 
what we like and don’t like. This is 
experiential learning and for the most 
part, it just happens. There is another 
type of learning that actually requires 
more of an active commitment from us 
and this is what I want to focus on.

As you read this 
column Spring will 
have come to my 
area in the east-
ern par t of the 
United States and 
it will be a wel-
come sight. It has 
been a rough win-

ter with record snowfall. We have 
had two major storms that left us 
with 21 inches in December and 
then another 27 inches in early Feb-
ruary plus some smaller amounts in 
between. This is in an area that rare-
ly sees more than 12 inches for an 

entire winter season. So much for 
the weather news, although it has 
been a distraction from my concern 
about the future of free over-the-air 
television broadcasting in the U.S. 
discussed in my last column.

There have been statements made 
that the intent is not to destroy broad-
casting but to provide spectrum for 
some perceived, but I believe un-
documented, need for wireless broad-
band. However, the spectrum “search” 
continues and the latest figure I hear 
for the “needed” amount is 500 MHz. 
This of course is more than the total 
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My career as a broadcast engineer 
began as a hobby, something I did for 
pleasure. As it became my career, it 
continued to be a profession that I en-
joyed. Even now, after some 30 years in 
the business, I still enjoy the work. So 
for me, the idea of learning about the 
new technologies which were being 
proposed and implemented in broad-
casting involves the study of something 
that is not only important to me, but 
also something I enjoy. In my spare 
time, I read the technical and manage-
ment journals and magazines associ-
ated with my business. For the last 10 
years or so, I have regularly contribut-
ed to some of these publications. I look 
at this as an opportunity for me to give 
back to the industry that I have en-
joyed working in for so long. It is also 
an opportunity for me to share some 
experiential knowledge with people 
who haven’t been in the business as 
long as I have.

During the past few years, I have 
noticed that it is more of a challenge 
to keep up with the rapidly changing 
technologies and wondered why that 
is. Am I reaching my capacity to learn? 
In all honesty, this concerned me as I 
am a long way from retirement age and 
have no desire to retire. 

I looked at another area of my life 
where I have an interest that I enjoy 
and I am a lifelong learner. I play the 
guitar. I have been playing since col-
lege and for virtually all of that time, 

have taken formal lessons. With every 
job change that involved moving, I 
have found a new instructor. My cur-
rent instructor has been teaching me 
for 10 years (I am his longest running 
student). One of my abilities he has no-
ticed is that I pick things up much fast-
er now than I did when I first started. 
Musical pieces that we worked on for a 
couple of months when I first started, 
I now learn in a few weeks. And it is 
not just the mechanics; it is the theory 
behind the musical composition where 
I really see my knowledge growing. So 
I am fairly comfortable that I have not 
reached the end of my ability to learn.

What is different is the speed at 
which things are changing. When I first 

started working at broadcast stations, 
the technologies and systems imple-
mented had service life expectancies 
of 10 to 20 years. 

While new broadcast systems or 
technologies were being planned or 
implemented, I had been reading about 
them for some time. Also, some had 
been implemented at other locations so 
there was always available a wealth of 
theoretical and practical knowledge. 

Digital technology has much 
shorter development time and life 
expectancies. There is less time to 
become familiar with the theoretical 
aspects of the technology and less 
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Newsletter Deadlines

The BTS Newsletter welcomes contribu-

tions from every member. Please forward 

materials you would like included to the 

editor at wmeintel@computer.org. Here 

are our deadlines for upcoming issues:

Issue Due Date
Summer, 2010 04 May 2010

Fall, 2010 20 July 2010

Winter, 2010 09 November 2010

Spring, 2011 20 January 2011

From the President continued from page 1

From the Editor continued from page 1

(294 MHz) allotted for television in the 
U.S. (other services beware).

One of the ideas that has surfaced is 
that interested broadcasters would vol-
untarily give up spectrum. That spec-
trum would then be sold at auction to 
wireless broadband providers with the 
participating broadcasters receiving a 
portion of the auction revenue as com-
pensation. The problem I see with this 
approach is that unless a large number 
of broadcasters were willing to par-
ticipate (unlikely based on reports in 
the trade press) only a small amount 

of spectrum would be reclaimed. Fur-
thermore, the spectrum that would be 
reclaimed is likely to be in small mar-
kets where, due to the economy, sta-
tions are having difficulty surviving. It 
most definitely would not provide any-
where near the goal of 500 MHz and 
not in areas where this alleged need is 
the greatest.

In my opinion the perceived wire-
less broadband spectrum shortage is 
not about the public’s need to access 

continued on page 12

continued on page 13
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Five BTS Members Elevated to IEEE Fellow Grade, 
Class of 2010

The BTS is proud to announce the 
elevation of five BTS members to the 
Grade of Fellow effective 01 January 
2010. They are:

Yoshio Karasawa, Japan• 
Fumio Okano, Japan• 
Rich Stephen Prodan, USA• 
Valentino Trainotti, Argentina• 
Howard C. Yang, China• 
The Grade of IEEE Fellow recog-

nizes unusual distinction in the profes-
sion and is conferred by the Board of 
Directors upon a person with an extra-
ordinary record of accomplishments in 
any of the IEEE fields of interest. The 
accomplishments that are being hon-
ored shall have contributed important-
ly to the advancement or application of 
engineering, science and technology, 
bringing the realization of significant 
value to society.

The IEEE Fellows are an elite group 
from around the globe. The IEEE 
looks to the Fellows for guidance and 
leadership as the world of electrical 
and electronic technology continues 
to evolve. The total number selected 
in any one year does not exceed one-
tenth of one percent of the total voting 
Institute membership.

The IEEE Broadcast Technology So-
ciety extends its heartiest congratula-
tions to the five BTS Fellows elevted to 
Fellow for the Class of 2010. Following 
are their citations and bios.

Yoshio Karasawa
The University of 
Electro-Communications
Chofu, Tokyo, Japan

for contributions 
to the measure-
ment and model-
ing of propagation 
effects in radio 
communication 
systems

Yoshio Karasawa is a Professor at 
the University of Electro-Communi-
cations (UEC). He has held this posi-
tion since 1999 to the present. He 
also served as Director of Advanced 

Wireless Communication Research 
Center (AWCC) in UEC from 2005 
to 2007.

Yoshio Karasawa’s main contribu-
tions are his studies on propagation 
measurement and modeling in satellite 
communications including broadcast-
ing satellite systems. He participated 
in development of propagation pre-
diction models in earth-space path 
such as multipath fading due to sea 
reflection, tropspheric acintillation, 
LMSS (Land-Mobile Satellite System) 
propagations, and rain attenuation. 
These prediction models were ad-
opted as ITU-R recommendations and 
the former three models are still serv-
ing worldwide as the system design-
ing model.

His research activity since 1977 in-
cludes being engaged in studies on 
wave propagation and radio com-
munication antennas, particularly 
on theoretical analysis and measure-
ments for wave-propagation phe-
nomena, such as multipath fading in 
mobile radio systems, tropospheric 
and ionospheric scintillation, and 
rain attenuation. His recent interests 
are in frontier regions bridging “wave 
propagation” and “digital transmis-
sion characteristics” in wideband 
mobile radio systems such as MIMO. 
In the field of wireless communica-
tions, particularly radiowave propa-
gation, he has authored/co-authored 
10 text books, more than 160 journal 
papers, and 150 international confer-
ence papers. He is a fellow of the 
IEICE. He served as Chairperson of 
IEICE Technical group on Antennas 
and Propagation (2002–2004), The 
national representative of URSI Com-
mission-F (2000–2003), and the TPC 
chair of ISAP 2004 and Vice-Chair of 
ISAP2007. 

Yoshio Karasawa received his Dr. 
Eng (Electronic Engineering) and ME 
(Electronic Engineering) from Kyoto 
University in 1992 and 1977 respec-
tively. He received his BS (Electrical 
 Engineering) from Yamanashi Univer-
sity in 1973.

Fumio Okano
NHK ( Japan Broadcasting 
Corporation)
Tokyo, Japan

for contributions 
to high resolution 
three-dimensional 
television

Fumio Okano is cur-
rently a senior re -
search engineer with 

both the NHK Science & Technology 
Reserch Laboratories and NHK Engineer-
ing Service. He joined the Japan Broad-
casting Corporation (NHK) in 1978. Since 
1981, he has been engaged in research 
on high-definition television (HDTV) 
cameras, HDTV systems, television stan-
dards converters, 3-D television, and 
extremely high resolution imagery at 
NHK Science and Technology Research 
Laboratories (NHK STRL). Dr. Okano 
supervised the total system of ultra-high 
definition TV (UHDTV) with 4000 scan-
ning lines “Super Hi-vision” that was 
exhibited in the WORLD EXPOSITION 
2005 AICHI JAPAN. He has applied 
UHDTV system to his research on 3DTV 
systems based on the integral method. 
He contributed many articles to the IEEE 
including the Transactions on Broadcast-
ing, Proceedings of the IEEE, and other 
IEEE publications. Through these contri-
butions to IEEE, his, his professional 
activities have been enhanced as he 
came widely known among many 
researchers involved with three dimen-
sional imaging and high definition imag-
ing. Fumio Okano has also served as 
Chair of the IEEE BTS Japan Chapter. 

Rich Stephen Prodan
Broadcom Corporation
Irvine, CA, USA

for leadership in 
the development of 
high definition tele-
vision and broad-
band networks

Dr. Prodan is Broad-
com ‘s Vice President 
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and Chief Technical Officer for the 
broadband communications group. As 
a member of the executive management 
team, he coordinates and promotes 
advanced developments of new tech-
nologies including advanced Physical 
Layer cable transmission technology to 
leverage product and partnership solu-
tions to the integration of data, voice, 
and video applications and services. He 
also represents the company in several 
national and international standards 
development organizations and indus-
try consortia. 

Dr. Prodan has played an instru-
mental role establishing the next gener-
ation DOCSIS 2.0 and 3.0 cable modem 
standards working with CableLabs and 
industry representatives from suppliers 
and cable operators. Previously as CTO 
of CableLabs, he characterized bi-direc-
tional cable plant transmission in cable 
systems across the US and Canada. In 
addition, he worked over eight years 
with the FCC Advisory Committee on 
Advanced Television Service to develop 
and test HDTV systems at the Advanced 
Television Test Center for the US. Prior 
to joining the cable industry, he worked 
in the consumer electronics industry at 
Philips Research  Laboratories on Com-
pact Disc and Digital Television. 

Dr. Prodan holds a Ph.D. in electrical 
engineering from Columbia University. 
His bachelor’s and master’s degrees in 
electrical engineering are both from 
City College of New York.

Valentino Trainotti
University of Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires, Argentina

for contributions 
to the broadcast 
industry through 
development of 
a n t e n n a  a n d 
propagation tech-
nologies

Valentino Trainotti, although retired, 
remains active on the Engineering 
Faculty of the Buenos Aires Uni-
versity as part time Full Professor 
of Electromagnetic Radiation and 
Radiat ing Systems for Graduate 
Students.

During his engineering carrier he 
developed antenna systems from LF to 
SHF for marine, aeronautical, satellite 
and broadcast applications. Among 
them was a vertical asymmetric ver-
tical dipole antenna for medium fre-
quencies broadcasting applications. 
He developed a portable wide band 
dipole antenna for rapid deployment 
for use in the high frequency com-
munication band 3 to 30 MHz. His 
accomplishments included radiation 
systems in the UHF and SHF bands 
for the Scientific Polar Orbit Satellite 
SAC-C placed in orbit by NASA in 
2000Valentino Trainotti was elected 
in 2009 as a BTS AdCom Member-
at-Large to serve from 2010 through 
2012. He has also been selected as 
a BTS Distinguished Lecturer with a 
term from 2009 through 2011. In addi-
tion he serves as an Associated Editor 
for the IEEE Transactions on Broad-
casting and also as Chair of the BTS 
Argentina Chapter. 

He has published three books in 
Spanish with a fourth to be available 
soon titled “Ingenieria Electromag-
netica” (ISBN 987-1104-10-3, 987-
1104-32-4 and 987-1104-32-4) Nueva 
Libreria, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Valentino Trainotti received his 
Electronic Engineering Degree from 
the Universidad Tecnologica Nacio-
nal, Buenos Aires, Argentina in 1963. 
His post-graduate coursework on 
antenna measurements and geomet-
ric theory of diffraction was com-
pleted at California State University, 
Northridge in 1981 and Ohio State 
University in 1985. 

Howard C. Yang
Montage Technology Co. Ltd.
Shanghai, China

for leadersip in 
mixed-signal inte-
gra ted  c irc ui t 
design and manu-
facturing

H o w a r d  Ya n g 
served as Chairman 

and CEO of Montage Technology 
since the company’s inception in 
2004. Before co-founding Montage, he 
served as Vice President of IDT and 
as General Manager of IDT-Newave. 
Howard co-founded Newave Semicon-
ductor in 1997—China’s first IC design 
company that successfully commer-
cialized mixed-signal communication 
VLSI products. Prior to Newave, he 
worked in the area of mixed-signal 
design at National Semiconductor, 
Chips & Technologies and Pericom 
Semiconductor in California. In 1994, 
he returned to China and joined 
Shanghai Belling Co., Ltd., where he 
was the founding director of New 
Product Development Department. 
His 20-year industrial experience cov-
ers research & development, engi-
neering management and general 
management.

Howard Yang received his MSEE and 
Ph.D. degrees in Electrical and Com-
puter Engineering from Oregon State 
University. He is a recipient of several 
awards including 2002 IEEE CAS Indus-
trial Pioneer Award and 2003 Magnolia 
Award from the Shanghai Municipal 
Government among others. 
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Five New BTS AdCom Members-at-Large 
Serving the 2010–2012 Term

In accordance with the IEEE BTS Con-
stitution, the BTS Administrative Com-
mittee (AdCom) consists of 15 elected 
voting members-at-large, five of whom 
are elected for three-year terms each 
year from the Society membership.

The BTS welcomes and extends 
its heartiest congratulations to the 
five newly elected AdCom Members-
at-Large, serving the term 2010–2012. 
They are:

Richard M. Friedel • 
Fox Networks, USA
Shuji Hirakawa • 
Toshiba Corporation, Japan
Robert H. Plummer • 
Broadcast Consultant, USA
Valentin Trainotti • 
University of Buenos Aires, Argentina
S. Merrill Weiss • 
Merrill Weiss Group, USA
Valentino Trainotti, in addition to be-

ing elected as a BTS Member-at-Large, 
was also elevated to IEEE Fellow for 
the Class of 2010. His bio is presented 
in the Fellows article which is included 
in this BTS Newsletter issue. Bios of 
the other four BTS AdCom Members-
at-Large are presented below:

Richard M. Friedel
FOX Networks, USA

R icha rd  Fr iede l 
oversees FOX Net-
works Engineering 
& Operations, the 
News Corporation 
unit responsible for 
engineering, opera-
tions and staging 

services supporting FOX’s national 
television businesses. He manages the 
FOX Network Center in Los Angeles, 
which provides facilities and technical 
services for FOX Broadcasting Co., 
FOX Sports, FOX Cable Networks 
Group (FX, Speed, National Geo-
graphic, Fuel, Soccer Channel, Fox 
Reality, Fox Sports Net and FOX Movie 
Channel) and the Twentieth Television 
syndication division. In addition, Mr. 
Friedel is in charge of the Fox Net-
work Center-Houston, home of FOX 

Sports’ regional networks, as well as 
providing technical support for their 
regional production centers.

Prior to FOX Networks Engineering 
& Operations, Mr. Friedel was a mem-
ber of the team that launched FOX 
News Channel. In that role, Mr. Friedel 
coordinated the original design, con-
struction and operations of FOX News’ 
headquarters in New York as well as 
domestic and international bureaus.

Before joining FOX, Mr. Friedel 
served in various positions at Capital 
Cities/ABC including Director of Net-
work Origination and Transmission 
and Director of ENG/EFP. While at 
ABC, Mr. Friedel managed broadcast 
remotes from the 1992 Democratic and 
Republican National Conventions, the 
1989 student uprising in China’s Ti-
ananmen Square to many Presidential 
trips overseas.

Earlier in his career, Mr. Friedel 
oversaw Technical Services at NBC 
News. He was instrumental in many of 
the Today Show’s innovative remote 
productions and the creation of NBC’s 
first electronic journalism field opera-
tions department. 

Mr. Friedel has played a key role in 
the development of many new tech-
nologies including the introduction of 
non-linear editing to ABC’s magazine 
shows, ABC’s conversion to Betacam 
for news and the transition from film 
to ¾” tape at NBC News. He also pio-
neered the use of portable earth sta-
tions for newsgathering while at NBC.

A graduate of Drexel University in 
Philadelphia, Mr. Friedel is a co-found-
er of the Washington chapter of the 
Society of Broadcast Engineers and a 
member of the Society of Motion Pic-
ture and Television Engineers and the 
Audio Engineering Society.

He serves on the Board of Direc-
tors of the Video Services Forum and 
is the FOX representative on the North 
American Broadcasters Association 
Technical Committee. Mr. Friedel is 
also active in the Advanced Television 
Systems Committee (ATSC) contrib-
uting to its working groups. He was 

elected by the BTS members as a BTS 
AdCom Member-at-Large for the term 
from 2010 through 2012.

Dr. Shuji Hirakawa
Toshiba Corporation, Japan

Dr. Shuji Hirakawa 
r e c e i ve d  Ph .D. 
degree from Univer-
sity of Tokyo in 
1978. As a Ph.D. 
student, he pio-
neered research on 
“coded modulation”. 

His ground-breaking work was pub-
lished in a paper, co-authored with 
Professor Hideki Imai, in the IEEE 
Transactions on Information Technolo-
gy (Vol. IT-23, pp. 371–377, 1977.) and 
was selected as one of seventeen 
papers to receive IEEE Golden Jubilee 
Paper Award in 1998. 

Dr. Hirakawa joined Toshiba Cor-
poration in 1978. In late 80’s and early 
90’s, he was deeply involved in the 
development of Multiple Sub-Nyquist 
Sampling Encoding (MUSE) encoder 
for analog High Definition Television 
(HDTV) transmission.

Dr. Hirakawa has been a key mem-
ber in many international standardiza-
tion organizations. Since 1997, he has 
been a vice-chairman of former ITU-R 
Working Party (WP) 6M (multimedia 
and interactive broadcasting) and cur-
rent WP 6B (Broadcast Service assem-
bly and access). In parallel with these 
activities, he was also active in WP 6S 
for ‘Satellite Broadcasting Services’ in 
which he developed ITU-R Recommen-
dation for Mobile Satellite Broadcasting 
system for handheld receivers (Recom-
mendation ITU-R BO.1130 System E). 

From 2004, he has been the Secre-
tary of International Electrotechnical 
Commission/Technical Committee 100 
(Audio, video and multimedia systems 
and equipment). In October 2007, he 
received METI ( Japanese Ministry 
of Economics, Trade and Industry) 
 Minister Award for his significant con-
tributions to industrial standardization 
 activities, especially for IEC TC 100.
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Relevant to IEEE BTS, he has served 
as Secretary (2004–05), Vice Chairman 
(2006–07) and Chairman (2008–09) 
of IEEE Broadcast Technology Japan 
Chapter. Currently, he is an IEEE Fel-
low, an Editorial Board Member of the 
Proceedings of the IEEE since 2007, an 
Associate Editor of the IEEE Transac-
tions on Broadcasting, and elected by 
the BTS members as a BTS AdCom 
Member-at-Large for the term 2010 
through 2012.

Robert H. Plummer
Broadcast Consultant, USA

Rober t  Plummer 
served as senior 
director of Advanced 
Te c h n o l o g y  a t 
DIRECTV, Inc., the 
l e a d i n g  d i r e c t 
broadcast satellite 
TV service in the 

United States, currently delivering hun-
dreds of channels of digital television 
entertainment programming to more 
than 18 million customers. DIRECTV is 
a unit of The DIRECTV Group Inc, a 
world-leading provider of digital televi-
sion entertainment.

Plummer was responsible for tech-
nology research and standards strategy, 
as well as for finding and guiding new 
technology into DIRECTV products. In 
November 1994, Plummer joined DI-
RECTV as Director of Broadcast Sys-
tems/Compression. Before coming to 
DIRECTV, he was the director of the 
Advanced Television Research Lab at 
David Sarnoff Research Corp., where 
he headed major High Definition Tele-
vision developments such as Advanced 
Compatible Television (ACTV), partici-
pated in Advanced Digital-High Defini-
tion Television (AD-HDTV) and directed 
DIRECTV compression. Prior to joining 
Sarnoff, Plummer was vice president of 
Engineering for Fisher Broadcasting. 

He is Fellow of the Society of Mo-
tion Picture and Television Engineers 
(SMPTE); Past Advanced Television 
System Committee (ATSC) board of 
directors; Member of CES’s Academy 
of Digital Television Pioneers; Elected 
by the BTS Members as a BTS Ad-
Com Member-at-Large for the term 

2010 through 2012; Member of North 
American Broadcasters Association 
(NABA), where he has served as chair 
of its technical committee and board 
member, A World Broadcasting Union 
Technical Committee (WBU-TC) mem-
ber and Executive Committee member. 
At the ITU-R he has headed the U.S. 
delegation to ITU-R WP 6 P among 
other ITU-R positions. He has been 
elected to the Consumer Electronics 
Association’s video division board of 
directors. In addition, Plummer holds 
23 patents with seven pending. He has 
received six Hughes Electronics Out-
standing Patent of the Year awards, 
two Emmy Award and two Sarnoff 
Management awards.

S. Merrill Weiss 
Merrill Weiss Group, USA

S. Merrill Weiss is a 
consultant in elec-
tronic media tech-
nology, technology 
management, and 
management, with 
a career spanning 
over 42 years in 

broadcasting and related fields. He 
produced the experiments that led to 
the very first digital television standard 
(CCIR Recommendation 601) in 1981, 
the standard upon which most subse-
quent digital video standards draw, 
including the MPEG-2 digital video 
compression standard. He has been 
involved in the development of many 
digital television standards since. 

Merrill was a major contributor to the 
work of the FCC Advisory Committee on 
Advanced Television Service, doing the 
bulk of the work on implementation mat-
ters and participating extensively in both 
the technical and economic analyses of 
the various system proposals, including 
the digital systems that were the progeni-
tors of MPEG-2. He currently participates 
in the Advanced Television Systems 
Committee’s (ATSC) efforts to extend its 
standards for the implementation of Mo-
bile Digital Television (M-DTV). He also 
was an invited participant in the work of 
the FCC Spectrum Policy Task Force.

Merrill Weiss has helped move 
industry segments from one-way, 

microwave analog broadcasting to 
digital broadcasting, to digital two-
way services supporting broadband 
wireless access. Over an 18 year pe-
riod, he has developed the technol-
ogy of Distributed Transmission for 
digital broadcasting to permit better 
coverage of service areas with less in-
terference to neighboring operations. 
He was the principal motivator of 
FCC rules for Distributed Transmis-
sion that were adopted in 2008 and 
now are in use by a number of sta-
tions across the U.S.

Merrill has been involved in the set-
ting of standards by the Society of Mo-
tion Picture and Television Engineers 
(SMPTE) for over 32 years and served 
four years as its Engineering Director 
for Television, responsible for manag-
ing the standards setting effort on a 
worldwide basis. He has chaired one 
SMPTE committee or another for nearly 
30 years and served as co-chairman, 
with an EBU counterpart, of a joint 
SMPTE-EBU task force that laid out the 
path to bit stream program exchange 
and file-based workflows with a 20-
year horizon. He currently chairs work 
on developing an Archive eXchange 
Format in SMPTE.

Weiss has presented well over 100 
technical papers, including over a doz-
en at IEEE conferences. He has written 
several books and a chapter in the most 
recent NAB Engineering Handbook 
and has served as editor of a book se-
ries for Electronic Media Professionals. 
He was elevated to the rank of Fellow 
by SMPTE in 1987 and was the 1995 
recipient of its David Sarnoff Gold 
Medal Award and the 2005 recipient 
of its Progress Medal, SMPTE’s highest 
technical recognition. He was the 2006 
recipient of the NAB Television Engi-
neering Achievement Award. He is a 
member of the AFCCE and is certified 
by the Society of Broadcast Engineers 
(SBE) at the highest level, that of Pro-
fessional Broadcast Engineer. He holds 
two issued patents and is a graduate 
of the Wharton School of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania. Weiss has been 
elected by the BTS members as a BTS 
AdCom Member-at-Large for the term 
2010 through 2012.
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BTS Presented Audio Tutorial at the NAB2010 
Broadcast Engineering Conference

The 64th annual NAB Broadcast Engi-
neering Conference was held at the Las 
Vegas Convention Center, April 10-15, 
2010 in association with the NAB Show. 

On Monday, 12 April 2010, BTS pre-
sented a tutorial on “Audio Technol-
ogy for Television.” The tutorial was 
held at the Las Vegas Convention Cen-
ter Room S228 from 1:00 to 6:00 PM. 
Over 80 people were in attendance. 

Yiyan Wu of the Communications 
Research Centre Canada, Ottawa, Can-
ada chaired the tutorial. 

The tutorial sessions were: 
1:00 PM: Audio Loudness 
Craig Todd, Dolby Laboratories, San 

Francisco, Calif. 
1:30 PM: Broadcast Loudness and 

Loudness Range 

Thomas Lund, TC Electronic A/S, 
Risskov, Denmark 

2:00 PM: Establishing Conve-
nient Loudness Monitoring and 
Control within Existing Broadcast 
Workflows 

Carl Dempsey, Wohler Technolo-
gies, Hayward, Calif. 

2:30 PM: Dynamic Range Con-
trol: The Other Part of Loudness 
Management 

Tim Carroll, Linear Acoustic, Lan-
caster, Pa. 

3:00 PM: Managing Audio Loud-
ness within Large-Scale Advertising 
Insertion Systems 

Ivan Larsen, Time Warner Cable
3:30 PM
Break 

3:45 PM: Audio Video Synchroni-
zation 

Patrick Waddell, Harmonic Inc, 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 

4:15 PM: Lip Sync – Solutions Are 
in Sight! 

Graham Jones, NAB, Washington, 
D.C. 

4:45 PM: Audio Technology for 
Television – Panel Discussion

The full text of many of the Broad-
cast Engineering Conference pre-
sentations is contained in the NAB 
publication The 64th Annual NAB 
Broadcast Engineering Conference 
Proceedings. This book and accompa-
nying CD-ROM (or just the CD-ROM) 
can be ordered through the NAB Store 
by calling: +1 (202) 429-3925.

Russia Rolls Out DTV Implementation Plan
By Dmitry Tkachenko, Head of Research and Development Mighty Apparatus 
for Radio Broadcasting and TV (MART)

St. Petersburg, Russia
On 3 December 2009 the Russian gov-
ernment formally adopted a federal 
program for the development of digital 
television and radio broadcasting with-
in the Russian Federation. The pro-
gram spans 2009 through 2015.

The transition to digital television 
(DTV) actually began in Russia in 
1997. Colleagues from the ATSC and 
from the DVB project provided muxh 
valuable technical information for con-
sideration by Russian experts and an 
initial comparison of the DVB-T and 
ATSC transmission systems was made. 
DVB-T system was finally considered 
to be more suitable for Russia, as it fit 
more smoothly into the existing fre-
quency plans of Russia and its neigh-
boring countries.

On 25 May 2004 the Russian gov-
ernment approved the DVB system as 
the basis for Russian national digital 
standards, and the development of a 
program for transitioning to DTV in 

Russia was initiated. At that time, a 
number of pilot areas and commercial 
projects for DVB-T broadcasting were 
established in Russia. The first such 
pilot area was in the city of Nizhny 
Novgorod in 2000, where DVB-T trans-
missions were initiated with a trans-
mitter from the MART company. This 
was later followed by numerous proj-
ects and trials in several other Russian 
cities and regions, including Moscow, 
St. Petersburg, the Hanty-Mansijsky 
region, Mordovia, Kurgan, Tatarstan, 
Sverdlovsky region and others.

The transition to terrestrial digital 
television in Russia is a very challeng-
ing problem. The country is more than 
17 million square kilometers in area 
and is spanned by 11 time zones, with a 
division into five broadcast time zones, 
with the necessary time zone shifting 
of national programming. Implementa-
tion of DTV services is very different 
in some Russian regions. In the larger 
cities, scores of analog TV channels are 

available for free-to-air reception, as 
well as via cable networks. However, 
in the smaller towns and villages, there 
are only a few TV channels available, 
and there are several million people 
who have access only to one terrestrial 
TV channel, or in some cases, no tele-
vision service at all. One of the chief 
tenants of the federal DTV program is 
to ensure access to at least 20 terrestrial 
DTV channels by all of the country’s 
population.

On 24 June 2009 the President of 
Russian Federation, Dmitry Medvedev, 
approved a list of obligatory national 
DTV channels that should be available 
for free-to-air reception in all areas of 
the country. That list included eight 
television channels. Three radio chan-
nels were to be carried as well. Ac-
cording to the federal program, these 
channels are to be transmitted within 
the first DTV multiplex (i.e. within a 
single terrestrial TV channel of 8 MHz 
bandwidth) with MPEG-4 compression. 
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Construction of broadcast network for 
this first multiplex is to be funded by 
the state budget. By 2105, a second and 
third multiplex should also be avail-
able, with funding coming from private 
investors. This should provide about 20 
DTV channels, including both national 
and regional channels for all of the 
country’s citizens.

The program is to be implemented 
in several stages. The first involves 
the development of regional DTV net-
works. Frequency planning is a com-
plicated process, due to the lack of 
available frequencies during the transi-
tion period (expected to end in 2015). 
Simultaneous broadcasting of the same 
television services in both analog and 
digital format is expected to continue 
during the transition. 

Construction of the network for 
the first DTV multiplex was started 

in 2009 and is expected to be com-
plete by 2013. The construction of 
the networks for the second and the 
third multiplexes is set to take place 
between 2013 and 2015. Implementa-
tion of networks for a fourth and fifth 
multiplex carrying HDTV and mobile 
TV DVB-H channels with interactive 
services is also planned.

The program’s framework requires 
that more than 6,500 television stations 
are to be equipped with new DTV 
transmitters. Many antenna/feed sys-
tems will be also need to be upgraded. 
Additionally, four new “Express AM” 
satellites will be launched for distribu-
tion of DTV signals to terrestrial broad-
casters. These launches are scheduled 
between 2010 and 2013. 

The transition to digital radio broad-
casting will involve the implementation 
of more than 200 high-power DRM 

transmitters in the long wave, medium 
wave and short wave bands, as well as 
370 additional FM transmitters.

The overall program is being coor-
dinated by the Ministry of Communica-
tions and Mass Media of the Russian 
Federation. 

Dmitry Tkachenko is Head of Re-
search and Development at Mighty 
Apparatus for Radio Broadcast-
ing and TV Joint-Stock Company 
(MART), a major manufacturer of 
terrestrial TV and radio broadcast-
ing equipment in Russia. Before 
joining MART he had been working 
at St. Petersburg State Polytechnic 
University as research engineer, sci-
entist and associate professor. Dmit-
ry is an organizer and the chair of 
the IEEE Russia Northwest BT/CE/
COM Joint Chapter. E-mail: dtkach@
mail.wplus.net

DVB-H Network Planning Advances
By Jyrki T.J. Penttinen, BTS Member

DVB-H (Digital Video Broadcasting, 
Handheld) is standardized method for 
the uni-directional content delivery in 
mobile environment. Together with 
the interaction channels e.g. via the 
packet switched data of mobile sys-
tems, DVB-H provides a useful plat-
form on the move.

Although the basic network plan-
ning of the system is not very compli-
cated due to the limited parameter set, 
there are various details that can be 
tuned for the optimum functioning es-
pecially in the radio interface. In case 
of a high quality network, the balance 
of the capacity and coverage together 
with the initial and operating costs can 
be obtained via detailed planning.

DVB-H contains a parameter range 
that provides relatively large Single 
Frequency Network (SFN) areas, with 
a diameter of up to 67 km between 
the extreme sites. When seeking for 
a good balance of e.g. the transmit-
ter power levels and antenna heights 
in SFN cases, the optimal values are 
found probably in the mid-level range 
as the highest power amplifiers might 

rise the operation expenses due to the 
maintenance complexity and electric-
ity consumption. Furthermore, if the 
relevant parameters are selected cor-
rectly and the topology of the environ-
ment is taken into account e.g. by using 

 efficiently directional antennas, the 
theoretical SFN boundaries can be ex-
tended by balancing the inter-symbol 
interferences and SFN gain.

The in-depth planning phase of 
DVB-H should take into account the re-
quired capacity, quality (location prob-
ability, sub-channel bit rate), maximum 
terminal speed, the cost-optimized 
power levels and antenna heights, 
transmission and limitations like EMC 
when the DVB-H antennas are co-
located with other systems like GSM. 
As a basis for the optimization of the 
network, the balancing of the SFN gain 
and interferences in the over-sized 
SFN areas can be simulated in differ-
ent environments. The effect can be 
investigated sufficiently well even in a 
physical level by simulating the carrier-
per-interference distributions in given 
area. The outcome can be e.g. the out-
age probabilities in function of the an-
tenna heights, power levels and radio 
parameter values. The results can be 
observed also in geographical format 
which shows the relevant interfered 
 areas in real environment.
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The correct analysis of the field 
measurements is essential in the de-
tailed tuning of the radio link bud-
get of DVB-H. For the fast snap-shot 
measurements, a method based on the 

DVB-H terminal’s own receiver is not-
ed to be quite useful in order to investi-
gate the general quality of the network 
as well as when identifying faults in 
the network. The collection of the data 

in raw data format and a correct post-
processing can give a good basis for 
the analysis and reliable conclusions if 
the respective field test results are cali-
brated. This post-processing method-
ology can be further made automatic 
which provides a fluent optimization 
and fault management of DVB-H net-
works. This type of optimization with 
real time feedback increases the cost-
efficiency of the network operation.

Up-to-date information about the 
DVB-H system and network planning 
issues including practical field mea-
surement analysis and SFN simulation 
methods and respective case examples 
can be found in the recently published 
book “The DVB-H Handbook – The 
functioning and planning of Mobile TV” 
(www.wiley.com). More details about 
the methods can be obtained directly 
from the main editor of the book, BTS 
member Jyrki T.J. Penttinen (jyrki.pent-
tinen@nsn.com). He is currently final-
izing his PhD thesis about the DVB-H 
planning and optimization.

J. Pettinen

IEEE BTS Representation at The Emerging Leaders 
Alliance Foundation Conference
By Christine Di Lapi, BTS AdCom and BTS Liaison to IEEE Women in Engineering

Background
IEEE is part of a United Engineering 
Foundation (UEF) supported program 
entitled “The Emerging Leaders Alli-
ance” (ELA). The ELA seeks to foster 
leadership in the engineering and sci-
entific community through profession-
al leadership training. From the ELA 
web site: “The mission of the Emerg-
ing Leaders Alliance is to provide an 
interdisciplinary community of learn-
ing for engineering and scientific pro-
fessionals, promoting the development 
of great leaders to guide our profes-
sions in addressing the needs of peo-
ple in the 21st century.” (www.
emergingleadersalliance.org) 

Members
The member engineering societies of 
ELA include American Society of Civil 
Engineers (ASCE), American Society of Attendees of the ELA Foundation Conference
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Mechanical Engineers (ASME), The 
American Institute of Chemical Engi-
neers (AIChE), Association for Iron and 
Steel Technology (AIST), The American 
Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and 
Petroleum Engineers (AIME), Society 
for Mining, Metallurgy, and Exploration 
(SME), Society of Petroleum Engineers 
(SPE), The Minerals, Metals & Materials 
Society (TMS), and the IEEE.

IEEE and BTS Participation
I was chosen by the IEEE Educational 
Activities Department to represent 
IEEE in the 2009 Emerging Leaders 
Alliance capstone program and was 
one of approximately 50 participants 
from a broad cross-section of the engi-
neering community. The leadership 
model for this program has been 
defined as the art, science, and craft 
of influencing people to accomplish 
tasks and improve organizations.

Program
This program occurred from Thursday 
evening, October 8, 2009 through the 
afternoon Saturday, October 10, 2009 
at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Reston, 
VA. Participants had to complete a 

series of online learning modules prior 
to the event, along with a social styles 
questionnaire that formed the basis of 
the first session of the program on the 
evening of Oct. 8th. 

Leadership Topics
The program featured modules on the 
following topics related to successful 
leadership: 

Leveraging Multiple Generations in • 
the Workplace
Risk Assessment • 
Conflict Resolution/Leading in Con-• 
flict 
Team Building • 
Social Responsibility and Ethical • 
Decision Making 
Critical Thinking and Problem Solving • 
The speakers to these topics were 

either leadership consultants or from 
academia. All of the sessions were very 
informative and relevant to challenges 
that engineers daily encounter in the 
workplace. I highlight several of the 
most memorable modules.

The first topic that was presented 
on the morning of October 9th dealt 
with team building. This is indeed a 
standard topic for leadership training 

conferences, to the point of being al-
most a cliché. Nonetheless this module 
was quite useful with the presentation 
of key points on how a team can best 
meet a given objective and on the usu-
al characteristics of ineffective teams 
and how to avoid them.

Another session gave an overview 
on the “General Secrets of Risk As-
sessment”. I have not had much formal 
training in identifying and quantifying 
risk so this information was likewise 
particularly valuable. 

The Saturday morning session dis-
cussing the interaction of multiple 
generations in the workplace was ex-
tremely insightful to someone such as 
myself in mid-career. 

Lots has been published on the “Baby 
Boomer” generation but this presenta-
tion also defined the common traits of 
younger people, both “Gen Y” and the 
“Millennials”, and how to effectively in-
teract professionally with them.

The final module on Critical Think-
ing and Problem Solving was helpful 
from the point of view of how to effec-
tively filter and process all the informa-
tion available in the Internet and 24/7 
news cycle age. 

Other Participants
In terms of the other participants most 
were of what IEEE calls the GOLD 
demographic, having finished studies 
within the last 10 years. 

So another benefit of participation 
in this program was the opportunity to 
meet younger engineers and those in 
disciplines other than electrical/elec-
tronics engineering. All of the member 
societies of UEF had sent participants 
to this  program. This was doubtlessly 
a worthwhile experience that has given 
me insight on how to be both a more 
effective engineer in my daily profes-
sional life and as a member of BTS’s 
Administrative Committee (AdCom). For 
additional information, contact Chris-
tine Di Lapi at <cdilapi@mitre.org>

Raj Madhavan, 2010 Chair IEEE Washington Section, Yvonne Pelham, 
IEEE Educational Activities, Antoanna Romaniuk, Vice Chair IEEE Baltimore 

Section, and Christine Dilapi (BTS AdCom)
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The BTS takes great pleasure in introduc-
ing Christine Di Lapi, who serves as both 
an IEEE BTS AdCom Member-at-Large 
and the BTS liaison to the IEEE Women 
in Engineering organization. 

IEEE Women in Engineering (WIE), 
an organizational unit of the IEEE, is 
the largest international professional 
organization dedicated to promoting 
women engineers and scientists. For 
more information, please visit <www.
ieee.org/women>.

Christine’s impressive engineering 
career made her the perfect choice to be-
come the first BTS WIE liaison. The BTS 
appointed Christine in February 2009 to 
this position. Since then, she has active-
ly represented the BT Society by par-
ticipating in monthly WIE conference 
calls and also attending a WIE face to 
face executive-level committee meeting 
in April 2009. During these meetings 
society liaisons participate by bringing 
proposals and membership ideas to the 
table. From these exchanges, Christine 
is developing new ideas for increasing 
membership and participation by wom-
en in the BTS. 

In this article, the BTS would like you 
to learn a little more about Christine’s 
career and her plans for WIE activities. 

An Early Interest 
in Engineering
Christine was born in Brooklyn, New 
York, USA and later moved toQueens 
and Suffolk County, New York. She 
became interested in engineering as a 
middle school student and a teenager. 
She says “I always had an interest in 
how electronic consumer devices 
worked, especially televisions and 
home stereo equipment. I liked to tin-
ker with them.” She excelled in science 
and math in school, which helped her 
choice of studying engineering at the 
college level. Christ ine at tended 
 Clemson University and earned her 
Bachelor of Science in Electrical and 

Electronics Engineering in 1987. She 
proceeded to earn a Master of Science 
in Engineering from The University of 
Texas at Austin in 1990. In graduate 
school Christine specialized in antenna 
design and RF propagation. 

After completing her schooling 
Christine moved to Fairfax County, Vir-
ginia where she has lived for the past 
12 years. She started working for Mo-
torola Inc in 1991 where she began her 
career in antenna radome and mono-
lithic microwave integrated circuits 
(MMIC) circuit design. Her current po-
sition is with the MITRE Corporation, 
McLean, VA as a Senior Staff Engineer, 
Spectrum and Standards Group.

Christine has over 15 years’ expe-
rience in spectrum engineering and 
associated standards and regulatory is-
sues coordination for a major wireless 
communications equipment manufac-
turer. She has represented her com-
pany on an international and regional 
basis. She states “the path that led me 
to the spectrum management domain 
was when Motorola Inc. was looking 
for engineers who could speak foreign 
languages and could represent their 
interest in the ITU and other regula-

tory fora.” Since Christine is proficient 
in French, Portuguese and Spanish, she 
got the job! For the higher level ITU 
meetings, such as World Radiocom-
munication Conferences (WRCs), she 
was able to negotiate and caucus with 
delegates from other countries in their 
own language. Christine has found her 
professional work to be very satisfying 
by being able to combine/leverage her 
technical and foreign language skills to 
do the unique line of work called spec-
trum management.

Writings
Christine presented a paper on “Spec-
trum Management Issue for Mobile 
Multimedia Broadcast Applications” at 
the 2006 IEEE International Sympo-
sium on Broadband Multimedia Sys-
tems and Broadcasting. She also 
co-authored a paper “Potential Fre-
quency Bands for Terrestrial Mobile 
Multimedia Broadcasting Applications” 
which was published in the March 
2007 IEEE Transactions on Broadcast-
ing Special Issue on Mobile Multime-
dia Broadcasting. 

Other Activities 
Christine’s motto is to live life well. She 
states “I view life as a gift. It is impor-
tant to do the best according to one’s 
ability, both in our personal and pro-
fessional life.” She is an avid hiker and 
camper, and loves the “great outdoors.” 
When not traveling for business, Chris-
tine is hiking in the Piedmont and Blue 
Ridge mountains west of the Washing-
ton, DC area, mostly in the George 
Washington National Forest. She also 
has experience in mountaineering and 
ice climbing, both in North America 
and the Alps.

Getting to know the 
IEEE and the BTS
Christine first became involved with 
the IEEE as a student member during 

Christine M. Di Lapi
BTS AdCom Member-at-Large, and BTS Liaison to 

IEEE Women in Engineering

A BTS Member Profile
By Jennifer Barbato, BTS Publications/Newsletter Coordinator

Christine M. Di Lapi
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her undergraduate studies but didn’t 
join the BT Society until 2005 while 
working for spectrum management 
and standards development aspects of 
mobile broadcasting technologies – 
and she says “the rest is history.”

Christine states: “With the conver-
gence of many wireless applications, 
including broadcasting, into a multime-
dia platform, joining BTS has proved 
vital in terms of a resource to further 
understanding of the many factors 
driving such a confluence of several 
diverse technologies; all in terms of ac-
cess to publications, conferences, and 

broadcast technology experts.” She has 
attended the annual BTS Broadcast 
Symposium in Alexandria VA and finds 
it a great opportunity to meet other BTS 
members for the first time and also to 
re-connect with BTS friends.

Looking to the Future
Christine is focusing on hosting a 
WIE networking event in connection 
with the GOLD program at the annu-
al IEEE Broadcast Symposium on 
20–22 October 2010, to encourage 
women engineers, especially those in 
BTS, to connect.

Christine gave this advice to young 
people just starting their careers in the 
Engineering field “Even though we’re in 
a world where technology continues to 
play an already important and ever more 
increasing role in our lives, the interest 
in technical fields such as engineering 
on the part of today’s youth, especially 
American, does not seem to match this 
expanding importance of technology. 
Therefore I heartily encourage those in-
terested to study engineering.”

For more information about the BTS 
WIE program, please contact Christine 
Di Lapi at cdilapi@mitre.org.

From the Editor continued from page 2

the internet for commerce, research, 
education or to exchange email. It 
is intended for applications such as 
downloading movies, listening to mu-
sic, possibly online game playing or 
other applications that require con-
stant video updating etc. Some of these 
in the latter category are either more 
broadcast like applications or are appli-
cations that are not necessarily the best 
use of the spectrum. In addition, many 
of these types of uses are available and 
probably should be accessed through 
wired connections.

I believe that a better approach is to 
allow broadcasters to continue to with 
their part of the “digital revolution”. 
It is now possible for broadcasters to 
provide multiple program streams and 
content to mobile and handheld (M/H) 
devices. Although the M/H portion is 
still developing, I am confident that it 
will quickly emerge as a very viable 
technology. This M/H feature, coupled 
with the other aspects of the digi-
tal television technology is especially 
spectrally efficient.

The DTV technology can be used 
in partnership with wireless broadband 
services as well as other services such 
as cable and satellite to give the public 
an impressive array of services.

An example of how the partner-
ship will work is that a user will have 
a device that is capable of receiving 

content from broadcasters (M/H) as 
well as make telephone calls and ac-
cess the internet. If the user wishes 
to catch up on the news, weather, see 
how his local sports team is doing in 
the big game, listen to some music or 
a talk show these are best handled by 
the M/H portion of the device. Typical 
internet needs such as sending email, 
making travel reservations, ordering a 
part for a home repair, retrieving docu-
ments while on the road and so on can 
and are efficiently handled without the 
need for large amounts of bandwidth. 
With efficient use of available spectrum, 
phone calls can also be handled.

I believe the huge amount of band-
width being discussed is only required 
to support either needless pursuits 
related to instant personal gratifica-
tion or for endeavors that with prop-
er planning, can be handled without 
the need for wireless broadband. The 
need for broadband spectrum is not 
about providing internet service to ru-
ral America as there are existing ways 
it can be accomplished using current 
resources. It has not been done for the 
same reason that my cell phone does 
not have service in those areas—it’s 
not cost effective.

Denying the broadcast industry the 
ability to fully make the transition to 
digital and provide the public with all 
the advantages that this new technol-

ogy has to offer does not seem to be 
in the best interest of the country. A far 
better approach would be to promote 
and support the integration of the vari-
ous services so that each can focus on 
what they do best. Regulators should 
work to facilitate this cooperation and 
provide a regulatory environment that 
encourages benefit to the public as a 
whole and not to facilitate the mone-
tary reward of a few at the expense of 
others. And if it is deemed necessary 
and in the best interest of the county 
to provide broadband access to every 
household and business location then 
that can be accomplished with exist-
ing resources and technology—this is a 
problem money can solve and does not 
require reallocation of spectrum.

 As I indicated in my pervious col-
umn there needs to be a serious dis-
cussion concerning specifically how 
any reallocated spectrum would be 
used and what would be the benefit to 
the country. The buzz word we hear is 
wireless broadband but what we really 
need to hear are the specific needs this 
will address, are these necessary en-
deavors, exactly who will benefit and 
what will be the cost.

In my last column I asked for views 
or comments on this subject from out-
side the United States and I received 
an email from a reader in Europe 
who tells me that broadcasters there 
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are  facing the same demands for their 
spectrum. Good to know that some-
one actually reads these columns and 

takes the time to respond. I would like 
to hear from more of you on this or 
any other subject.

Bill Meintel
Editor

wmeintel@computer.org

time for the development of the ex-
periential knowledge bases. In order 
to keep up, the sharing of knowl-
edge has to change!

This is what excites me about the 
ieee.tv offering. IEEE.TV has the poten-
tial to allow me to efficiently research 
a topic, gain a general understanding 
and identify directions to areas of spe-
cific interest.

As an example, during the recent 
conversion of the United States televi-
sion broadcasting service from analog 
to digital, one of the areas missing was 
the educational component for the 
general public. I spent the better part 
of two years traveling around giving 
presentations to the general public on 
how DTV was different than analog, 
what the consumers needed to do to 
receive DTV and answering questions 
about reception. 

One of the most common ques-
tions I received was not technical. 
Many people asked me why they had 
to make a change to what they were 
doing. For many people, analog tele-
vision was working just fine and they 
were somewhat resentful of being 
forced to change. It started me think-
ing about ethics of the decision to 
mandate DTV. Robert Oppenheimer 
was quoted “When you see something 
that is technically sweet, you go ahead 
and do it and you argue about what 
to do about it only after you have had 
your technical success. That is the 
way it was with the atomic bomb.” 
Although the USA’s DTV mandate 
certainly wasn’t as monumental and 
world changing as the development 
of atomic weapons, it had an impact 
on many people and required them to 
deal with a change in the reality of 
their lives that they had no say in. So 
that got me to wondering about my 
role in the DTV conversion.

Now I did not write this column to 
start a debate over the ethics of digital 
television or the development of atom-
ic weapons. I wanted to know what 
other engineers thought about how the 
products of their knowledge and work 
were being implemented and used. 
I know many of the engineers who 
were involved in the creation of digital 
television. None of them looked at the 
development of the technology as an 
opportunity to disrupt the lives of mil-
lions of people. They were presented 
with the challenge of being able to 
use a conventional television channel 
and broadcast movie theater quality 
pictures and sound. In Oppenheimer’s 
words, creating DTV was “technically 
sweet.” When it was realized that there 
was no good way to achieve the origi-
nal goal of high definition television in 
a way that was backward compatible 
with the existing analog broadcast, 
there was discussion about the im-
pact that this would have on the gen-
eral public but no real plan for how it 
would be implemented. That is how 
we came to the classic ethics questions 
of: Can we do it and should we do it? 

On the ieee.tv website I found a 
very interesting video titled “Doing 
the Right Thing: Social Implications of 
Technology” which addresses this very 
issue. It didn’t answer the question 
because in reality, the answer to the 
question is personal and depends on 
the values and ethics of the individual 
being asked. But the video did supply 
me with some real insight into some of 
the struggles that happen. I was merely 
looking at the issue from my perspec-
tive of having to explain to end users 
how to receive this digital television. 
There were engineers working on cre-
ating devices for companies which were 
relying on the sales of DTV equipment 
to grow their businesses. There were 

wireless industries that were relying on 
the implementation of DTV to free up 
broadcast spectrum to allow them to 
develop new products. 

There are end users of the old sys-
tem who were satisfied with the exist-
ing system and there were new users 
who saw the opportunities that new 
systems would offer. Suddenly it be-
came apparent to me that in a global 
connected system, the implications and 
impacts associated with the implemen-
tation of new technologies require dis-
cussion and consideration well beyond 
the relatively narrow focus that we tend 
to have in our day to day jobs. If I am 
going to participate in the development 
or implementation of some technology 
that is going to require change, I really 
need to make an effort to understand 
how that change will impact the end 
users and the world around them.

Every day as I drive home from work, 
I sit at a traffic signal waiting to make a 
left turn. While sitting there I watch cars 
go through the intersection with their 
drivers talking on cell phones and tex-
ting from their PDA’s. Most days I see 
at least one vehicle go through the red 
light that the distracted driver missed. 

I think about the rapidly approach-
ing deployment of mobile television 
services and these people becoming 
even more engaged in the video and 
less engaged in their driving. I wonder 
what the impact will be.

As technology changes faster and 
faster, your input is welcome to this dis-
cussion. Please send me your thoughts 
and observations about lifelong learn-
ing and the effects (intended and unin-
tended) of new technologies on the life 
styles of end users. 

Bill Hayes
President, IEEE Broadcast 

Technology Society
Hayes@iptv.org

From the President continued from page 2
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Managing Innovation in Emerging Economies
A February 2010 Special Issue of the IEEE Transactions on 

Engineering Management

This special issue of the IEEE Transac-
tions on Engineering Management 
provides useful information to practic-
ing broadcast engineers and research-
ers. Below is an overview of the IEEE 
Technology Management Council and 
its February 2010 special Transactions 
Issue on Managing Innovation in 
Emerging Economies.

IEEE Technical Councils
Technical Councils are groups of Soci-
eties working together in broad areas 
of technology. Councils sponsor activi-
ties which benefit individuals in all of 
the member Societies

BTS Membership in 
the IEEE Technology 
Management Council
The IEEE Broadcast Technology Soci-
ety (BTS) is a member of the IEEE 
Technology Management Council, 
which provides information and ser-
vices to IEEE members and the world-
wide audience of practitioners and 
researchers engaged in the profession 
of engineering, technology, and inno-
vation management.

IEEE Technology 
Management Council 
Society Members
The IEEE Societies which are mem-
bers of the IEEE Technology Manage-
ment Council are:

Broadcast Technology Society• 
Circuits & Systems Society• 
Communications Society• 
Computer Society• 
Electomagnetic Compatibility Society,• 
Electron Devices Society• 
Industrial Electronics Society• 
Photonics Society• 
Professional Communication Society• 
Reliability Society• 
Signal Processing Society• 
Solid State Circuits Society• 
Systems Man and Cybernetics Society• 
Vehicular Technology Society• 

Publications
The Technology Management Council 
publishes the IEEE Transactions on Engi-
neering Management, a research-based 
journal, and the Engineering Manage-
ment Review, which reprints papers from 
management journals which are especial-
ly interesting to engineering managers.

Transactions on 
Engineering Management 
Special Issue, 
February 2010 
2010 is the 57th year of publication of 
IEEE Transactions on Engineering 
Management. The February issue 
focuses on “Managing Innovation in 
Emerging Economies.” It is a special 
issue edited by Clayton Christensen of 
Harvard University and Chang-Chieh 
Hang, Kah-Hin Chai, and Annapoorni-
ma Subramanian of the National Uni-
versity of Singapore. This topic is very 
appropriate in 2010, as firms in devel-
oped economies seek innovations from 
emerging economies, and emerging 
economies rely increasingly on innova-
tion for their development.

The 11 papers in this special is-
sue focus on managing innovation in 
emerging economies. The papers cover 
a good spectrum of topics, methodol-
ogy, industry as well as geographical 
location. Collectively they draw obser-
vations from Brazil, China, India, Phil-
ippines, South Africa, and Taiwan. 

The February 2010 Table of Con-
tents is reproduced below. 

TRANSACTIONS ON ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
February 2010

George F. Farris From the Editor

 Special Issue on Managing Innovation in Emerging Economies
C. Christensen, C.-C. Hang,  Managing Innovation in Emerging Economies: An Introduction to
K.-H. Chai, and A. M. Subramanian the Special Issue

 Research Articles
X. Quan and H. Chesbrough Hierarchical Segmentation of R&D Process and Intellectual 
 Property Protection: Evidence from Multinational R&D labs in China

M. Song, C. A. Di Benedetto, and Market Information and New Venture Performance:
M. Parry  Differences between Established and Emerging Technology Standards

A. C. O. Siquera and G. D. Bruton  High-Technology Entrepreneurship in Emerging Economies: Firm Informality 
 and Contextualization of Resource-Based Theory

X. Wu, R. Ma, and Y. Shi How Do Latecomer Firms Capture Value From Disruptive Technologies? 
 A Secondary Business-Model Innovation Perspective

Y. Li, C. Zhang, Y. Liu, and M. Li  Organizational Learning, Internal Control Mechanisms and Indigenous 
Innovation: The Evidence from China
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J. T. Li Global R&D Alliances in China: Collaborations with Universities and Research 
 Institutes

L. Song, C. A. Di Benedetto, and M. Song Competitive Advantages in the First Product of New Ventures

K.-P. Yang, Y.-C. Chiao, and C.-C. Kuo The Relationship between R&D Investment and Firm Profitability under
  a Three-stage Sigmoid Curve Model: Evidence from an Emerging Economy

 Focus on Practice Papers
T. Bromfield and H. Barnard  The Evolution of the Intellectual Property Management Strategy of An 
 Emerging Multinational: Learning the Purpose of Patenting and 
 Scientific Publications

F. T. Tschang and A. Goldstein The Outsourcing of ‘Creative’ Work and the Limits of Capability: The Case of 
 the Philippines’ Animation Industry

P. Ray and S. Ray Resource Constrained Innovation for Emerging Economies: The Case of the 
 Indian Telecommunications Industry

Individual articles may be downloaded from IEEE Xplore at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/, and subscriptions to IEEE Transactions on Engi-
neering Management and the Engineering Management Review are available at http://www.ieeetmc.org/

If you are interested in joining BTS broadcast management initiatives supporting IEEE Technology Management Council activities, please 
contact BTS President Bill Hayes at Hayes@iptv.org. 

BTS Beijing Chapter Report
By Jian Song and Jintao Wang

The IEEE BTS Beijing chapter success-
fully organized and hosted a seminar 
titled: “The Ongoing Evolution of 
Digital Multimedia Broadcasting” pre-
sented by Dr. Yiyan Wu, an IEEE BTS 
distinguished lecturer. The seminar 
was held at Tsinghua University, 
Beijing, China, on Nov. 27, 2009. More 
than 50 people, including faculty 
members, students and researchers 
from academia and industry, attended 
this seminar. 

During his presentation, Dr. Yiyan 
Wu, talked about recent developments 
and shared his vision for the future of 
the digital multimedia broadcasting. 
Starting with a historic review, he briefly 
introduced various broadcasting sys-
tems, such as terrestrial/cable/satellite 
DTV, 3D-TV, and mobile TV. He then 
addressed the key issues of migration 

from analog to digital multimedia 
broadcasting, especially problems en-
countered during the transition phase. 
At the end of his talk, Dr. Wu covered 
hot research topics in this area, such as 
IPTV and data-broadcasting. 

The seminar lasted for approxi-
mately two hours and stimulated 

several off-line discussions about 
broadcasting technologies and the 
future trends. As the IEEE BTS Bei-
jing chapter, we hope to have more 
opportunities to serve our community 
in the future. Above is a group photo 
of Dr. Wu and faculty members of 
Tsinghua University.
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BTS Distinguished Lecturer, 
Matthew Goldman, in Montreal
By Manijeh khataie, Chair

Following suit to our chain of training 
in DTV, the IEEE BTS Montreal Chap-
ter invited the distinguished lecturer 
Mr. Matthew Goldman to lead a pre-
sentat ion on MPEG-4 AVC and 
advanced video compression tech-
niques for contribution and distribu-
tion. In spite of his very tight schedule, 
Mr. Goldman graciously accepted to 
travel to Montreal. Keep in mind, if 
you’re not an avid skier, Montreal isn’t 
typically your destination of choice at 
the end of January! Nevertheless, to 
the delight of the Montreal chapter, 
the half day presentation was a suc-
cess and played host to fifty five engi-
neers from various industry and 
academic institutions, including:

Concordia University, McGill univer-
sity, École Technologie Superieur,

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
(CBC), Astral Media, and cable compa-
nies Videotron and Cogeco, 

National Research Council and Gov-
ernment Industry Canada from Gov-
ernment of Canada

PSQ Technologies Inc., Sette postpro-
duction and TeleSat

This latest edition of DTV training 
was held on Wednesday January 
20th 2010, beginning at 1:30 and 
lasting for roughly 4 hours. Through 
the continued support of Concordia 
University the meeting was held in 
Concordia’s facilities in convenient 
downtown Montreal. 

In the spirit of the occasion, Mr. 
Goldman was sporting a tie from the 
100th anniversary of the IEEE organ-
ization. I was surprised to learn that he 
had kept it for the past 25 years and had 
brought it back with full force for the 
125th IEEE anniversary. Although we 
attempted to get a picture of this his-
toric piece of memorabilia, the photo 
unfortunately did not come out. We 
will have to leave it up to your Google 
skills to research this one! 

Matthew’s presentation was very 
informative and mixed with the per-

fect blend of humor to keep the group 
well entertained and motivated. Dur-
ing the presentation the group realized 
that there were a significant amount of 
photos included in the presentation to 
compare the differences in compres-
sion between MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 
AVC with different bitrates, and at first 
this difference was difficult to make 
out. But, by the end the examples 
clearly depicted the visible differences 
between the different techniques.

The actual presentation itself was 
split into two parts and separated by 
a break to allow for the audience and 
host to mingle and discuss the relevant 
topics. The afternoon was brought to a 
close with the presentation of a certifi-
cate of appreciation to Mr. Goldman. 
This appreciation was also echoed 
by the group itself with attendees pro-
viding great feedback at and after 
the presentation.

On behalf of the IEEE Montreal BTS 
Montreal chapter I would like to thank 
Mr. Goldman for accepting our invita-
tion, traveling to Montreal, and provid-
ing such a wonderful presentation. I 
would also like to extend my apprecia-
tion to IEEE BTS for initiating the Dis-
tinguished Lecturer Program which has 
supported chapters and select power-
ful distinguished lecturers such as Rich 
Chernock and Matthew Goldman. I can 
easily say that the experience of receiv-
ing both in Montreal has been incred-
ibly beneficial to all parties involved.

Lastly, I would also like to acknow-
ledge my appreciation and thanks 
for the support of IEEE Montreal, for 
Concordia University which so kindly 
provided us with the room and facility, 
Gerard Terreault and the graduate stu-
dents Bijan Soleymani, Hesam Khosh-
neviss and Mohamad Jabbari Hagh for 
their help during the seminar.

Abstract
An Introduction to 
MPEG-4 AVC Technology
First standardized in 1994, MPEG-2 
Video has been the ubiquitous video 

compression standard of broadcast 
television and entertainment video 
for many years. Recently, a new 
video compression standard, MPEG-4 
AVC, emerged with the promise of a 
50% reduction in bandwidth required 
vs. MPEG-2 Video for the same pic-
ture quality. MPEG-4 AVC has now 
been adopted for Blu-ray discs and 
IPTV deployments, and is moving 
into more applications that are the 
bastion of MPEG-2 Video. This tech-
nical tutorial gives an introduction to 
MPEG-4 AVC, how it differs from 
MPEG-2 Video, and how those differ-
ences achieve the dramatic band-
width savings.

Video Compression Advances 
for Contribution & Distribution
In this session Mr. Goldman  discussed 
two recent advances in video com-
pression for Contribution and Distri-
bution applications. He explained 
that due to the large savings in band-
width, content owners are now con-
sidering, or soon wil l be using, 
MPEG-4 AVC for “front-hauls” or dis-
tribution to service providers. How-
ever, many of these service providers 
must still deliver MPEG-2 Video to 
consumers due to legacy or regula-
tory reasons. The concatenation 
effect of transcoding MPEG-4 AVC to 
MPEG-2 Video was explored and the 
impact of bit-rate at each stage was 
discussed. For “back-hauls”, or con-
tr ibution l inks, from a premium 
sporting or entertainment venue to 
the studio, content owners have long 
used high bit-rate MPEG-2 Video 
feeds. With the advent of fidelity 
range extensions to the MPEG-4 AVC 
standard, MPEG-4 AVC has the 
capability to go beyond the picture 
quality possible with MPEG-2 Video 
and with lower bandwidth require-
ments. The MPEG-4 AVC Hi422 Pro-
file (4:2:2 10-bit) was explained and 
what as well as what benefits it can 
provide. Practical examples were 
shown and discussed.
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Mr. Matthew Goldman and a group of the audience

The break allowed the audience to discuss the relevant topics and gave a chance for some to ask their 
questions directly to the speaker
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Speaker
Matthew Goldman 
is the Vice President 
of Technology for 
TANDBERG Televi-
sion, part of the 
Ericsson Group. He 
has been actively 
involved in the 
development  o f 

DTV systems since 1992. He was a 
prominent participant in the Moving 
Picture Experts Group where he helped 
create the MPEG-2 Systems standard, 
the baseline transport  technology used 
in direct broadcast  satellite, digital 
cable, terrestrial  broadcasting, and 
DVD-video. He served as project edi-
tor for the MPEG-2 DSM-CC standard, 
specifically the  control signalling used 

in video-on- demand systems, switched 
digital video, and for DTV data down-
loads and carousels. 

Mr. Goldman was a co-developer 
of the Advanced Television Systems 
Committee’s Program and System In-
formation Protocol (PSIP) standard, 
which is used by DTV receivers to 
navigate and tune broadcast DTV ser-
vices. He also has been influential 
in the Society of Motion Picture and 
Television Engineers and the Society 
of Cable Telecommunications Engi-
neers. Until 1996, Mr. Goldman was a 
Consulting Engineer at Digital Equip-
ment Corporation, where he was the 
systems architect for a first-generation 
digital video server system. 

From 1996 to 2000, Mr. Goldman 
was Director of Engineering, Advanced 

Systems Development, at DiviCom, 
where he specified MPEG-2 based sys-
tems solutions. Prior to his 6 years at 
TANDBERG Television, he was a tech-
nology consultant specializing in DTV 
system solutions and expert witness 
research; one of his projects included 
the definition of the broadcasting in-
dustry’s first compressed-domain high 
definition program splicer. 

Mr. Goldman received a bachelor 
(high honour) and a Master of Sci-
ence degree in electrical engineering 
from Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 
He holds six patents related to digital 
video transport. A SMPTE Fellow, he 
is also a senior member of the IEEE, a 
distinguished lecturer of IEEE BTS, and 
an inductee of the Academy of Digital 
Television Pioneers.

Thanks to Graduate students Bijan, Mohamad, Hesam and Dr. Soleymani for their 
help in organizing this event

A certificate of appreciation is 
presented to Mr. Goldman

Matthew Goldman, Anader Benyamin Seeyar, Manijeh Khataie and Reza Soleymani
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Princeton-Central Jersey Broadcast 
Technology Chapter
April 2009 Meeting Details

Submitted By: Joe Stack, BT Chapter Chair, jstack@ieee.org

Alan Stein of Thomson Research pre-
sented “Developments in Mobile Broad-
cast TV” at the April 29, 2009 IEEE 
PCJS BT Chapter meeting. Alan focused 
on how rapidly the technology for 
mobile TV has been maturing, from 
the deployment of MediaFlo and the 
imminent completion of the ATSC 
Mobile and Handheld (M/H) broadcast 
standard. It was emphasized that these 

advances mark a significant evolution 
in the broadcast industry. Notably, 
advanced video compression is a key 
enabling technology for Mobile TV. 
The BT meeting attendees watched and 
asked questions during a presentation 
that described the very recent video 
compression standard, MPEG Scalable 
Video Coding (SVC), and key advan-
tages it offers for mobile broadcasting.

Alan Stein (on the far left) and the 15 attendees at the IEEE PCJS BT Chapter April 
2009 meeting at Panera Bread, Princeton, NJ. Everyone enjoyed sandwiches and 

sodas as well as the presentation that night

Alan Stein finishes up a sandwich at 
the April 2009 BT Chapter meeting. 
Alan is the Director of Technology 
Strategy at Thomson Research in 

Princeton, NJ. He manages a program 
of researchers focused on electronic 
media delivery technology. He also 
represents Thomson in the ATSC 

Standards body

Russia Northwest BTS, ComSoc and 
CES Joint Chapter Report
By Dmitry Tkachenko, Chair

During 2009, the Russia Northwest 
BTS, ComSoc and CES Joint Chapter:

 Participated in the 11th International 1) 
Conference CSTB 2009 in the exhi-
bition framework of the CSTB 2009 
(Moscow, Exhibition Center “Crocus 
Expo”, 2–4 February 2009). Compa-
ny in association with the Cable TV 
Association of Russia and Interna-
tional Association of Broadcasting 
Manufacturers (IABM). 112 papers 
were delivered at the conference.
 Took part in organizing IEEE EURO-2) 
CON 2009 conference (St.Petersburg, 
18–23 May 2009). Conference techni-

cal topics were represented by 17 
TPC tracks, 3 special sessions and 3 
poster sessions. More than 540 
papers were submitted to the confer-
ence. In accordance with recommen-
dations of more than 150 reviewers 
the Program Committee selected 471 
papers for presentation and publica-
tion. Members of the Chapter took 
part in organizing such sessions of 
the conference as TPC-11 Broadcast 
and Consumer Systems track (9 
papers), TPC-16 Telecommunications 
track (20 papers), TPC-17 Network-
ing track (28 papers) and special 

session SS-1 Wireless Networks: Pro-
tocols and Standards (6 papers). At 
the plenary session of the confer-
ence IEEE Communications Society 
President Doug Zuckerman made a 
presentation “The Communications 
Society in the Modern World”.
Chapter Chair Dmitry Tkachenko 3) 
took part in Regional Chapter Chairs 
Congress organized by IEEE Com-
munications Society in conjunction 
with ICC’09 conference in Dresden, 
Germany on 15–16 June 2009.
Participated in organizing the 9th 4) 
International Conference on Next 
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Generation Wired/Wireless Adv-
anced Networking NEW2AN 2009 
(St.Petersburg, 15–18 September 
2009). The 2nd Conference on 
Smart Spaces ruSMART 2009 was 
held in conjunction with NEW2AN 
2009 conference.

Served as a technical co-sponsor 5) 
for International Conference on 
Ultra Modern Telecommunications 
ICUMT 2009 that was held in St.
Petersburg on 12–14 October 2009. 
The conference was organized by 
SPIIRAS (an institute of Russian 

Academy of Sciences), St.Peters-
burg University of Telecommuni-
cations and Tampere University of 
Technology (Finland). More than 
300 technical papers were deliv-
ered at the conference by speakers 
from 45 countries.

6th IFTC Forum Held in Shanghai
Co-sponsored by the IEEE BTS Shanghai Chapter

By Zhixiang Xu, Chair, IEEE BTS Chapter of the Shanghai Section

The 6th International Forum of Digital 
TV and Wireless Multimedia Communi-
cation (6th IFTC), which was hosted by 
SIGA and IEEE BTS Chapter of Shang-
hai Section, was held in Nov. 6, 2009. 
Approximately 150 persons, including 
IEEE members, attended the forum.

The 6th IFTC aimed at extensively 
exchanging the latest information of 
digital TV and wireless communication 
industries around the world as well as 
the relevant policies of industry author-
ities and communicating the develop-
ment trend and research achievements 
in the related realm of Digital TV, IPTV, 
Mobile Phone TV, Content and Secu-
rity Management, Web Video Retrieval, 
Broadband Multimedia and etc. 

This Forum serves to enhance and 
promote the technology, equipment 
and application in the field of digital 
TV and multimedia to a new stage by 

comparing the characteristics, frame-
work, significant techniques and their 
maturity, plus analyzing the perfor-
mance of various applications in terms 
of extensibility, upgradeability, man-
ageability and portability and discuss-
ing the interfaces among varieties of 
networks and platforms. 

Taking the opportunity of the up-
coming Shanghai 2010 World Expo, the 
Forum served to further promote the 
large-scale industrialization of digital 
TV and related fields of digital video in 
China in a comprehensive manner. 

The International Forum provides 
powerful technical support and as-
surance for the development and in-
novation of digital TV and wireless 
multimedia communication industries 
of China, and serves as a bridge of mu-
tual exchange between China and the 
outside world.

The Chairman of the Forum, Prof. 
Wenjun Zhang (see Photo 1), Vice Pres-
ident of Shanghai Jiao Tong University 
and Chair of the IEEE Shanghai Sec-
tion, made the opening speech. The 
Executive Chairman, Prof. Zhixiang 
Xu (see Photo 2). Chair of IEEE BTS 
Chapter of the Shanghai Section then 
addressed the Forum.

The thematic topics of the 6th IFTC 
were advanced audio and video tech-
nologies and their applications. Seven 
prospective authors were invited to 
give presentations at the forum (see 
Photo 3).

Mr. Weidong Zhou, Secretary, In-
formationization Department, Bureau 
of Shanghai World Expo Coordination, 
spoke on “The Application of Wireless 
Communication and Wireless Video 
Technology In the World Expo 2010 
Shanghai China.”

The Chairman of the Forum, Prof. Wennjun Zhang Who is the 
Vice President of Shanghai Jiao Tong University and Chairman 

of IEEE Shanghai Section made opening speech

The Executive Chairman of the Forum, Prof. Zhixiang Xu who 
is the Chairman of IEEE BTS Chapter of Shanghai Section 

charged the Forum
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Dr. Junichi Kishigami, Executive Di-
rector of Cyber Solutions Laboratory, 
Vice President of NTT holding compa-
ny, gave a presentation on “IPTV Ser-
vice Innovation.”

Prof. Wenjun Zhang gave a speech 
on “Social Computing Based on Hybrid 
Network Analysis.”

Dr. Ying Huang, Vice President, IBM 
China Research Laboratory, gave a pre-
sentation on “Smarter Planet Opens a 
Brand New World.”

Prof. Wen Gao, Director, Institute of 
Digital Media Technology, Beijing Uni-
versity, spoke on “AVS Industrialization 
Course.” 

More than 80 papers submitted to 
the forum. Only 42 authors (see Photo 
4) were selected to present their papers 
in the forum. These 42 papers have 
been published in the Chinese Journal 
of Image and Graphics (CJIG). 

This Forum is held during No-
vember of each year. We welcome 

everyone to visit Shanghai and take 
part in the 7th IFTC Forum in Nov. 
2010. 

During the beautiful autumn sea-
son, we warmly welcome internation-
al and domestic experts and scholars, 
government officials and industry 
leaders to Shanghai to share their vi-
sions on digital TV and wireless mul-
timedia communication. Please visit 
www.siga.com.cn for additional in-
formation.

The prospective authors were invited to make their speeches in the forum

42 authors were selected to present their papers in the forum
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What Ever Happened to TV Channel 37?
By Andrew W. Clegg, IEEE Senior Member

A quick look at broadcast television 
allotments in the United States will 
reveal an interesting fact: Despite the 
high value of TV broadcast spectrum, 
there are no TV stations anywhere in 
the country using channel 37 (608– 
614 MHz). Similar situations exist in 
several other countries around the 
world, including Canada and parts of 
Europe and Asia, although the exact 
channel number and frequency range 
may be slightly different. How did this 
situation come to be, and what is that 
frequency band used for, if not TV? 
The answer may be more exotic than 
you think.

TV Spectrum and 
the Cosmos
Although the night sky is slowly vanish-
ing from most cities and suburbs due to 
light pollution, most of us, at one time 
or another, have had the pleasure of 
viewing the sky from a dark rural loca-
tion on a clear moonless night. The 
night sky is dominated by thousands of 
individual nearby stars and a diffuse band 
of light, the Milky Way, which is the com-
bined light of billions of distant stars that 
make up the plane of our own galaxy; 
this is the sky as it looks at a frequency 
of approximately 500,000,000 MHz – the 
frequency range to which our eyes are 
sensitive.

But celestial objects don’t just shine 
brightly at frequencies that we can see 
with our own eyes. The cacophony of 
cosmic sources emits at essentially all 
frequencies across the electromagnetic 
spectrum, ranging from radio waves up 
to gamma rays. And while it took many 
thousands of years for humans to de-
velop the capabilities of sensing cosmic 
radiation at frequencies outside of the 
optical, it is now a critical part of our 
toolbox for probing the cosmos.

Figure 1 is an image of the entire 
sky as it looks at radio frequencies. In 
this case, the image was obtained at a 
frequency of 408 MHz, and, like the 
dark night sky at optical frequencies, 
it also shows the characteristic band 
of the combined emissions from ma-

terial in the Milky Way. However, un-
like at optical frequencies, the radio 
emission at this frequency is typically 
due to electrons spiraling around the 
Milky Way’s magnetic field, not by 
the combined emissions from indi-
vidual stars.

Compared to studying the cosmos 
at optical frequencies, the discovery 
of radio emissions coming from be-
yond the Earth is a relatively recent 
discovery. It began in 1929, when 
a young Bell Labs engineer named 
Karl Jansky was tasked with track-
ing down the source of interference 
to long distance telephone links. In 
those days, long distance calls could 
be carried on HF (shortwave) voice 
links, but static would limit the qual-
ity of the connections.

Jansky approached the problem 
by building a 20.5 MHz directional, 
rotatable receiving antenna on Bell 
Labs property in Holmdel, New Jer-
sey  (Figure 2). By carefully studying 
the direction and variability of the 
static, Jansky was able to classify it 
into three distinct sources: “crash-
type” static created by nearby light-
ning storms; steadier noise created by 
the combination of distant lightning 
storms; and a third pervasive noise 
source, which varied with direction 
and time, but on a regular basis. The 

origin of this third component could 
not be immediately determined.

Jansky spent considerable time 
building up statistics of the unknown 
noise component. Based on data ob-
tained over the period 1930–1933, he 
determined a curious fact: The struc-
ture of the noise was periodic over a 
time scale of about 23 hours and 
56 minutes. With a bit of study, and 
with possible help from an engineer-
astronomer friend named A. Melvin 
Skellet, Jansky realized that this peri-
od equals the length of a sidereal day, 
which is the time it takes the Earth to 
rotate once on its axis. (The reason a 
day is 24 hours long is because during 
the period of time the Earth is rotating, 
it is also revolving around the Sun. It 
takes an additional 4 minutes or so for 
the Sun to appear at the same point 
in the sky as the previous day). The 
only type of natural noise source with 
variability over a sidereal day would 
almost certainly be coming from far 
beyond Earth. With the announcement 
of this discovery in 1933, the science of 
radio astronomy was born.

Further scientific development lan-
guished, as most scientists didn’t imme-
diately quite know what to make of this 
new cosmic static. However, in the sum-
mer of 1937, an amateur radio operator 
named Grote Reber, in his spare time 
and with his own money, took it upon 
himself to build a 31 ft parabolic dish in 
his backyard in Wheaton, Illinois, solely 
to follow up on Jansky’s discovery. With 
his antenna, Reber was the first to de-
termine the frequency variability of the 
static (it was stronger at lower frequen-
cies), and he acquired the first all-sky ra-
dio surveys to map the emission. Reber’s 
amateur radio call sign (W9GFZ) is now 
held by the U.S. National Radio Astrono-
my Observatory’s (NRAO) amateur radio 
club in Socorro, New Mexico. His origi-
nal dish antenna and an exact replica of 
Jansky’s antenna are both on display at 
NRAO’s radio astronomy observatory in 
Green Bank, West Virginia.

After World War II, the availability 
of surplus radar equipment facilitated 

Figure 1 – An image of the sky at a 
frequency of 408 MHz. The emission is 
dominated by electrons spiraling in the 
magnetic field of the Milky Way galaxy, 
whose plane passes across the center of 
the image. This all-sky map is the joint 
work of the Jodrell Bank Observatory 
in the U.K., Max Planck Institute for 
Radio Astronomy in Germany, and 

Parkes Observatory in Australia
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further development of the field of ra-
dio astronomy. Understandably, Jansky 
and Reber had discovered only the 
tip of the iceberg—extremely strong 
emissions from the brightest of cos-
mic sources. Over the decades, radio 
astronomy has evolved into a mature 
science, with ever-larger instruments 
employing increasingly sensitive re-
ceiver electronics, capable of detecting 
emissions from the farthest reaches of 
the Universe. For extensive information 
on the early history of radio astronomy, 
an excellent reference is “Cosmic Noise: 
A History of Early Radio Astronomy,” 
by Woodruff T. Sullivan (Cambridge 
University Press, 2009).

Today, most radio astronomy is con-
ducted at frequencies of a few hundred 
MHz up through a few THz, with both 
ground-based and space-based tele-
scopes. Using very high gain antennas 
(such as the 305-m dish of the Arecibo 
Observatory in Puerto Rico), cryogen-
ically-cooled low noise amplifiers, and 
long averaging times, radio astronomers 
are able to detect cosmic emissions that 
are extremely faint by terrestrial commu-
nications standards. For example, across 
a 6 MHz television channel bandwidth 
at a frequency of a few hundred MHz, 
radio astronomers can detect emissions 
that are equivalent to about –236 dBm, 
some 100 dB or so below typical radio 
receiver sensitivities. 

One of the downsides of having 
such sensitive instruments is their sus-
ceptibility to interference. A typical cell 
phone, even if operated as far away 
as Mars, could easily disrupt radio as-
tronomy observations here on Earth, if 
we were using the same band and our 
antenna was pointed in the direction 
of Mars. For this reason, radio astrono-
mers go to great lengths to shield their 
instruments from artificial sources of 
radio interference. 

Whenever possible, radio telescopes 
are located in remote areas, far from 
potential sources of interference. Un-
fortunately, even great distances can’t 
shield telescopes from all interference, 
since strong signals such as television 
broadcasts can propagate great distanc-
es before their signals fall off below ra-
dio astronomy interference thresholds. 

Also, telescopes in remote areas are 
still susceptible to interference from 
airplanes and satellites. In these cases, 
radio astronomers rely on regulatory 
protections, such as spectrum alloca-
tions, to provide quiet bands in which 
to operate.

In each country, the radio spectrum 
is carved up into individual bands, and 
each band is allocated for use by one or 
more radio services. Radio astronomy, 

defined as a radio service by the In-
ternational Telecommunication Union 
(ITU), enjoys its own spectrum allo-
cations, some of which it shares only 
with other passive (non-transmitting) 
services, and some of which are shared 
with active (transmitting) services that 
are required to coordinate their opera-
tions with radio astronomy observa-
tories. See Table 1 for a list of radio 
astronomy allocations below 5 GHz.

Figure 2 – Karl Jansky and the rotatable 20.5 MHz antenna with which he 
discovered radio emissions coming from beyond Earth. The original antenna was 

not preserved, but an exact replica is on display at the U.S. National Radio 
Astronomy Observatory’s Green Bank, West Virginia, facility. Image courtesy 

NRAO/AUI

Table 1 – ITU Radio Astronomy Allocations Below 5 GHz
(Regions 1, 2, and 3 correspond roughly to Europe/Africa, the Americas, 

and Asia-Pacifi c, respectively)

13360 – 13410 kHz Shared primary allocation
25550 – 25670 kHz Exclusive (passive-only) primary allocation
37.5 – 38.25 MHz Shared secondary allocation
73 – 74.6 MHz Exclusive (passive-only) primary allocation in Region 2
322 – 328.6 MHz Shared primary allocation
406.1 – 410 MHz Shared primary allocation
608 – 614 MHz Primary allocation in Region 2
1400 – 1427 MHz Exclusive (passive-only) primary allocation
1610.6 – 1613.8 MHz Shared primary allocation
1660 – 1660.5 MHz Shared primary allocation
1660.5 – 1668 MHz Primary allocation shared with secondary services
1668 – 1670 MHz Shared primary allocation
2655 – 2690 MHz Shared secondary allocation
2690 – 2700 MHz Exclusive (passive-only) primary allocation
4800 – 4990 MHz Shared secondary allocation
4990 – 5000 MHz Shared primary allocation
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The exact frequency bands allocat-
ed to the radio astronomy service are 
generally based on requirements that 
are set by the laws of physics. For ex-
ample, the element hydrogen, which 
is the most prevalent atom in the Uni-
verse, emits a characteristic spectral 
line at a frequency of about 1420 MHz. 
This line is one of the most often-ob-
served emissions from the cosmos, and 
a worldwide exclusive allocation at 
1400–1427 MHz helps protect observa-
tions of hydrogen from interference. 

A complicating factor with observ-
ing astronomical sources is that they 
can often be moving at very great 
speeds with respect to the observer. 
The entire Universe is expanding as a 
result of the Big Bang, and this expan-
sion alone can create very high speeds 
between us and the objects we ob-
serve. Generally, the farther away an 
object well beyond our Galaxy is, the 
faster it appears to be receding from 
us. Therefore, radio astronomy alloca-
tions often cover a range of frequencies 
about the “rest frequency” of spectral 
lines of interest, to help accommodate 
various amounts of Doppler shift. Even 
so, the allocations do not cover any-
where near all  possible observed Dop-
pler shifts, which can be large enough 
to shift the 1420 MHz hydrogen line all 
the way down to 150 MHz or below!

Other radio astronomy band alloca-
tions are based on the need to study 
objects at more than one frequency. 
The change in emissions with frequen-
cy can tell astronomers a great deal 
about the physical characteristics of 
the objects being observed. In the ear-
ly days of spectrum allocations, it was 

recognized that an allocation around 
600 MHz was needed to fill a gap in 
coverage, and as a result, the ITU World 
Radiodcommunication Conference of 
1959 allocated the band 608–614 MHz 
to the radio astronomy service in Re-
gion 2 (the Americas), and the alloca-
tion has existed ever since then.

While there is no ITU allocation 
to radio astronomy in the other two 
 Regions, the ITU officially notes the 
use of the band 608–614 MHz world-
wide for radio astronomy. Some coun-
tries, even outside of Region 2, have 
decided to adopt the allocation within 
their own borders. Others haven’t, 
 although even without a specific 
 allocation, many countries note the 
use of the band by radio astronomy 
and request that services using that 
band try not to interfere with radio as-
tronomy observatories. 

Several radio telescopes around the 
world make use of the 608–614 MHz 
band, including the Giant Metre-wave 
Radio Telescope in India, the Wester-
bork Synthesis Telescope in the Neth-
erlands, and the Very Long Baseline 
Array in the United States. The band 
is normally used to observe broadband 
(“continuum”) emissions from cosmic 
sources such as pulsars and cosmic 
jets emanating from distant galaxies, 
but it can also be used to study Dop-
pler-shifted emissions from hydrogen. 
When we look at the 1420 MHz hy-
drogen line shifted down to 608 MHz, 
we are looking at a distance of about 
8 3 1022 km, and back in time by over 
8 billion years (the amount of time it 
takes for radio waves to travel such a 
great distance).

The science of radio astronomy has 
led to many great cosmic discoveries 
since Jansky’s first detection of galac-
tic emissions. Pulsars (super-dense 
stars shrunk to the size of a city and 
spinning up to several hundred times 
a second); the cosmic microwave back-
ground (the pervasive radio noise that 
vindicates the Big Bang theory); and 
confirmation of Einstein’s General 
Theory of Relativity by observing the 
evolution of the orbits of two pulsars 
revolving around each other. Six of ten 
Nobel Prizes awarded for astronomical 
research were the result of radio as-
tronomy observations.

The 608–614 MHz allocation, 
where TV channel 37 would other-
wise be, has played (and continues to 
play) an important role in the radio 
astronomy toolbox.
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In 1941, Stations Confronted ‘Moving Day’
By James E. O’Neal, Technology Editor, TV Technology

The Federal Communications Commis-
sion was created in 1934 and thus 
marked its 75th anniversary in 2009. 
This is the last in a series of articles 
about the commission.

As the final voice in setting down 
rules and regulations for America’s 
radio and television stations, the FCC 
has been responsible for some major 
changes in the way we do business. 

Witness the recent transition to dig-
ital-only emissions for full-power tele-
vision broadcasters. Not only did this 
require stations to create new digital 
infrastructures; in many cases they had 
to purchase new transmitters, antennas 
and even towers. The majority of sta-
tions changed operating frequencies. 

This was not the first such major 
change affecting broadcasters. There 
was another upheaval, back even be-
fore there was commercial television.

At the appointed time – in the wee 
hours of a spring morning in 1941 – 
most U.S. radio stations were ordered to 
cease operating on frequencies that had 
been assigned to them as far back as 
the 1920s, and to move to new locations 
on the dial. About 90 percent of the na-
tion’s 862 AM stations were issued fre-
quency relocation orders by the FCC. 

This “moving day” amounted to the 
first large-scale project by the com-
mission, and had roots that went back 
to 1938 when the FCC was only four 
years old. A treaty was signed that year 
in Havana by representatives of the 
United States, Canada, Mexico, Cuba, 
Haiti and Dominican Republic to re-
apportion North America’s broadcast-
ing channels. This was known as the 
North American Regional Broadcasting 
Agreement, or NARBA.

More than 70 years after terms were 
hammered out in Havana, it’s not entirely 
clear who made the first move to bring 
these players together in shuffling AM 
frequencies, but it’s likely that the state 
of radio in Mexico was a key factor.

Dr. Brinkley, again 
Ever since medical and radio renegade 
John Brinkley thumbed his nose at the 

Federal Radio Commission in 1931 and 
set up shop with the first of the “bor-
der blasters” just across the Rio Grande 
from U.S. soil, Brinkley and others like 
him had been a thorn in the side of 
the FRC and its successor, the FCC. 

Brinkley and his ilk out-watted 
most U.S. stations and sometimes even 
operated between U.S. frequencies. 
(Brinkley’s XER parked its hundreds 
of thousands of watts on 735 kHz for 
a time, tearing holes in the coverage 
of multiple U.S. and Canadian sta-
tions. Brinkley was not alone in such 
shenanigans; a 1931 issue of Citizen’s 
Radio Call Book Magazine indicates 
that other Mexican stations had oper-
ated on such oddball channelizations 
as 547, 632, 857, 923, 962, 965 and 
1333 kHz.)

Brinkley’s impotency and prostate 
cures, along with those targeting co-
lonic problems from his wife’s XEAW, 
were enough of an embarrassment to 
the U.S. government. But when cou-
pled with Norman Baker’s advertise-
ments for charlatan cancer treatments 
on XENT and scores of preacher crea-
tures hawking religious nostrums and 
forgiveness for minor and major sins – 

all for a love offering – it had become 
just too much. 

The nighttime ionosphere over 
North America positively glowed from 
the skywave energy booming out of 
the superpower transmitters situated on 
Mexico’s frontera del Norte – and just 
out of reach of the FCC. However, the 
Mexican government politely refused to 
take any action, so long as these broad-
casting mavericks were prompt in send-
ing their mordida to Mexico City.

The collective intelligence of the 
U.S. government didn’t back off from 
its attack on the blaster problem and 
eventually got the Mexican govern-
ment’s attention by waving about 
something that the neighbor to the 
south didn’t have: cleared broadcast-
ing channels. 

This had been a sore spot for some 
time. Under a previous international 
agreement, Canada had six clear fre-
quencies and the United States pos-
sessed a whopping 40. Washington 
made it known that this inequity might 
be addressed if the Mexican govern-
ment would get on board with the U.S. 
Department of State and the FCC to reel 
in the border blasters, and if the Cana-
dians would agree to the necessary fre-
quency swaps, and especially if a large 
number of U.S. stations could shift dial 
positions to accommodate the deeding 
of key frequencies to Mexican stations 
seeking clear-channel status.

This quid pro quo was sufficient to 
gain the attention of the Mexican gov-
ernment and in 1938, signatories gath-
ered in Havana to ink the deal, shake 
hands and celebrate over Cuban rum 
and cigars. Mexico walked away with 
six promised clear slots; U.S. parties 
winked collectively and silently bid 
adieu to Dr. Brinkley and the rest of 
the radio fringe that populated the 
banks of the Rio Grande.

Moving Notice
That was the easy part.

The next was getting word out to 
most U.S. broadcasters that it would 
be necessary for them to give up their 

‘Moving day’ orders were generated 
by an FCC headed by Chairman 

James L. Fly. He oversaw commission 
activities between 1939 and 1944. 

Other memorable actions during his 
chairmanship included the elevation 

of FM and television broadcasting 
from experimental to commercial 

status. (Photo Credit: The Library of 
American Broadcasting)
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 accustomed places on the dial and 
steer their kilocycles elsewhere.

Someone must have put in a lot of 
long sleepless nights in figuring out the 
logistics of who would move where in 
those pre-computer days of the late 
1930s. However, it was finally done 
and this announcement appeared in 
the FCC’s “Sixth Annual Report” for the 
fiscal year ending on June 30, 1940:

In conformity with the provisions of the 
North American Regional Broadcast-
ing Agreement, the Federal Communi-
cations Commission on September 11, 
1940 filed with the State Department 
its proposed reallocation of frequen-
cies in the standard broadcast band, 
to go into effect simultaneously with 
the pact, on March 20, 1941.
It went on to explain how this was 

to be accomplished in terms of fre-
quency shuffling and the effects of the 
change on listeners. It explained that 
the planned large-scale reassignment 
of frequencies would make for a bet-
ter world.

[T]he correlated shifting of the frequen-
cies of some 100 broadcast stations 
in Canada, and of numerous sta-
tions in Mexico and Cuba will serve 

to eliminate in considerable measure 
the long-complained of interference 
from these sources, and thereby im-
prove broadcast reception in the North 
American generally. Interference 
from Mexican and Cuban stations 
has been particularly objectionable to 
the rural listeners. The Havana pact 
contains no provision for contin-
ued operation of high-powered 
stations just across the Mexican 
border. [Author’s emphasis] 
The report noted that America’s 

broadcasters would not have to re-
place their transmitters, merely swap 
out their quartz crystals. It went on to 
state that while this was a small item, 
“it will take some time to obtain the 
2,000 or more crystals from the few 
manufacturers who grind and calibrate 
them to order.” 

How the FCC arrived at this number 
is uncertain, but it’s speculated that each 
shuffled U.S. broadcaster would need a 
main and backup crystal (approximately 
1,550) and the rest would go to stations 
in Canada, Mexico, Cuba and other is-
land nations affected by NARBA. 

This was a lot of quartz to grind by 
the handful of companies – including 

Bliley, Monitor Piezo Products and 
Valpey Crystal – that produced radio 
crystals.

Incidentally, it was reported in the 
publication Radio and Television Re-
tailing that both the FCC and the NAB 
were urging broadcasters to swap crys-
tals to ensure “readiness of equipment 
at the deadline.” Just how broadcasters 
were to do this in a timely manner is 
uncertain, as in 1941 there was no Fe-
dEx, UPS or USPS Priority Mail.

The FCC’s report failed to address 
the necessary retuning of the near-
ly 800 transmitters and antennas on 
“moving day.”

While most stations had their resi-
dent “sparks” on payroll, some had to 
rely on consulting firms to handle the 
retuning. In some cases this amount-
ed to no more than moving up 10 or 
20 kHz. However, for some the move 
was much more drastic, with their final 
homes several hundred kHz away. 

There was considerable paperwork 
too, generating revenue for communi-
cations law firms.

Most stations experienced a surge 
in overtime pay as the date drew near, 
with dress rehearsals being conducted 
during experimental hours to make 
sure everything would go smoothly 
in the early hours of March 29. Clyde 
Hunt, CE of Washington station WJSV 
(later WTOP, now WFED), offered 
comments in a March 1941 Washington 
Post article:

“That means that when WJSV signs 
off for the night, these weeks, we re-
place the present crystals with the ones 
we will be using and test during the 
dead of night. Then, before the station 
goes back on the air, we have to switch 
crystals again so Art Godfrey will come 
in over 1460 and not 1500 kilocycles.”

Rehearse the nation’s stations did, 
and few slip-ups were reported at sign-
on time on March 29, 1941.

FCC Chairman James Fly was par-
ticularly happy, stating in another Post 
article: 

“The number of channels in the 
broadcast band has been increased 
somewhat, and in various ways each 
channel is to be more intensively used,” 
he said. “In short there’s going to be 

Fallout from the frequency shift affected another U.S. sector: the radio serviceman. 
An estimated 10 million sets with push buttons needed resetting, offering an 

unprecedented opportunity to cash in. (The majority of radio owners were not 
about to tweak oscillator and RF stage trimmers to bring in the new frequencies.)
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more room on the air, and it’s going to 
be more equitably distributed. For lis-
teners, then, the chief advantage will be 
better service and less interference.”

Fly couldn’t help making a dig at the 
Brinkley crowd.

“Bootleg stations are outlawed,” he 
commented, acknowledging that at least 
a dozen of the radio renegades “have 
been in operation along our borders 
using ‘superpower’ and aiming their 
signal directly at this country through 
the use of directional antennas. Thus 
the stability of our whole broadcasting 
system seemed threatened …”

‘The Chance of a Lifetime’ 
Another crowd – a very large one – 
was rubbing its hands with glee, but 
not particularly over the demise of the 
Brinkleyesque broadcasters. 

These were the nation’s radio ser-
vicemen, who stood to profit greatly on 
“moving day” due to the large number 
of push button-equipped radios that 
would need to be reset so that John 
and Jane Doe could find their big band, 
drama, comedy and soap operas broad-
casts. (It wasn’t just the present gen-
eration of Americans who had trouble 
resetting digital clocks and the like. A 
lack of technical savvy existed in the 
1940s too.)

Radio and Television Retailing, 
which was a serviceman’s publication, 
noted that some 10 million push button 
radios were in the hands of consumers 
and that “the public will thus at least 
require advice and, in many cases, the 
services of experienced radiomen.”

It reported that while the average 
charge for push button resetting was $1, 
the Philadelphia Radio Service Men’s As-
sociation advocated $2 and in New York 
City it was pegged at $1.50 for jobs done 
in the home and $1 for sets brought to 
the shop. (A 1941 dollar had the buying 
power of about $14.50 today.) 

It was speculated that if a service-
man didn’t have his pockets stuffed full 
of cash at quitting time on March 29, 
something was very wrong.

Radio tube manufacturer Sylvania, in 
an ad in the March 1941 issue of the 
magazine, put it in words that anyone 
could understand: “March 29 brings—

the Chance of a Lifetime to Servicemen.” 
The company offered “door knob hang-
ers” and other promotional material to 
help servicemen spread the word about 
the impending frequency change.

RCA went further by preparing a 
special “Moving Day” kit for dealers that 
included an advertising proof sheet for 
placement in local newspapers and a 
transcription with spot announcements 
to be aired over local stations. Both 
offered the suggestion that while ser-
vicemen were changing out the push 
button settings, this would be an ideal 
time for them to check and replace any 
weak tubes (with genuine RCA bottles, 
of course) to ensure that the custom-
er’s radio would continue to operate at 
peak performance.

Was it all ‘Sweetness 
and Light’?
Aside from the small percentage of lis-
teners who somehow didn’t get the 
word, the massive change in radio 
facilities went reasonably well.

The FCC’s “Seventh Annual Report” 
for 1941 reported that “the change was 
accomplished smoothly due to the co-
operation of station licensees, equip-
ment manufacturers and consulting 
engineers in making prior adjustments 
to transmitters and antenna systems.”

Interestingly, the 1941 report ob-
served that “802 of the 893 standard 
broadcasting stations then authorized 
in the United States changed frequen-
cies.” (This is variance with the FCC’s 
1940 figure of 777 of 862 stations being 
relocated.)

The report did observe that some 
stations were not able to make the fre-
quency hop on schedule.

“In some instances, stations with di-
rectional antennas were not able to 
make readjustments by March 29 
and were permitted to operate at night 
with reduced power pending readjust-
ment. In some cases where stations 
were assigned a channel requiring 
new or different directional antenna 
they were enabled to operate with lim-
ited power until they could make the 
necessary installation.”
One of these was Birmingham’s 

CBS affiliate, WAPI, which had been 

operating on 1140. A CBS ad in Radio 
and Television Retailing noted that the 
station might be relocating to 1170 “for 
some time after March 29” before mov-
ing to 1070.

KFAB in Lincoln, Neb., also was 
listed as a problematic station. Its pre-
move frequency was 770 kHz and its 
new spot should have been 1110, but 
it was noted that it might be spending 
some time parked at 780 before this 
was possible. (It is assumed that the 
station would continue to operate syn-
chronously with Chicago’s WBBM as it 
had for some years, since WBBM was 
also shifting to 780 on moving day.)

Another exception was San Jose, 
Calif., station KQW, which operated on 

Some stations got out the word to 
listeners via newspaper ads not to look 

for them in their accustomed dial 
positions after March 28. News also 

was spread through on-air 
announcements, door knob tags and 

even electric company statements 
Courtesy: Public Library of Charlotte 

& Mecklenburg County (N.C.)
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1010 before the big switch. It should have 
moved directly to 740, but for a number 
of reasons this didn’t happen until 1947.

Perhaps the biggest fly in the oint-
ment was the relocation of Albuquer-
que’s KOB. The 1941 resettlement 
spawned possibly the longest-running 
bit of litigation in radio history.

Prior to NARBA, KOB had been 
operating on 1180 kHz with 10 kW. In 
1940 it received the commission’s bless-
ings to run 50 kW on that frequency 
and officially was designated as a Class 
I clear-channel station, meaning that it 
was the only operation in the country 
on 1180 at night.

The NARBA required KOB to va-
cate 1180, and the commission initially 
parked it on 1030 kHz. This didn’t sit 
well with the owners of Boston’s WBZ, 
which also operated on that frequency, 
and they argued that the new interlop-
er was severely damaging their night-
time coverage to the west. (WBZ was a 
Class I-A clear.)

The FCC on a temporary  basis – un-
til a more suitable spot could be found – 
then parked KOB on 770. 

This is where the situation began 
to worsen.

New York’s WJZ (now WABC) was 
the flagship of the Blue (later the ABC) 
network and was also assigned to oper-
ate on 770. The station’s owners argued 
that to put someone else on its cleared 
nighttime frequency amounted to dis-
crimination, as neither of the other two 
major network NYC flagship stations had 
to share frequencies (CBS and NBC).

However, just a few months later, 
and before any real solution could be 
provided, the United States found itself 
in a world war. The FCC had many oth-
er priorities and KOB continued to op-
erate on 770 throughout the war years 
via a “special service authorization,” 
the equivalent of today’s STA. 

The legal skirmish over nighttime 
supremacy on 770 kHz involved a gen-
eration of lawyers before finally being 
settled in WABC’s favor. 

Fallout
Although the original NARBA treaty 
has been superseded by a more recent 
agreement, it did give the nascent FCC 
its first opportunity to flex its regula-
tory muscles in a big way some 70 
years ago, and permanently affected 
most North American AM stations. 

It also created several legacies, in-
cluding the rather special 660, 770, 
880 channelization in NYC. (Somehow 
the 1960s and ’70s “Sev-en-ty-se-ven, 
W-A-B-C” jingles just wouldn’t have 
had their alliterative magic if they’d re-
flected the station’s pre-move frequen-
cy of 760 kHz.) 

The move also created a mystery 
that has puzzled more than one later-
generation station engineer – namely, 
why a station’s transmitting antenna is 
electrically longer than it really needs 
to be.

James O’Neal is technology editor 
for TV Technology and a frequent 
Radio World contributor. For more 
radio history, click on Roots of Radio 
under Columns at radioworld.com. 
James is also a regular contributor to 
other publications including the BTS 
Newsletter.

“This story appeared in Radio World, 
November 18, 2009, and is used with 
permission. For information including 
more radio history articles, visit www.ra-
dioworld.com”

Comments are invited. Send them 
to BTS Newsletter Editor, Bill Meintel at 
 william.meintel@mswdtv.com

Longley-Rice’s Faulty Subroutines: 
Background on the c++ alos
By Sid Shumate, Givens & Bell

In this installment, we will continue to 
prepare to address the one important 
difference between the FORTRAN and 
c11 versions of the ITM, by providing 
an understanding of the alos subrou-
tine. The name alos refers to “Attenua-
tion from Line of Sight”. For clarity, I 
will use an excerpt from a c11 ver-
sion source code, itm.cpp, prepared by 
J. D. McDonald and John Magliacane 
for compilation on unix and linux sys-
tems. This matches versions 1.2.2 and 
7 of the itmdll.cpp, which is designed 
for Microsoft Windows™ compatibility 
and is a free download from the NTIA 
website. It is short, less than 40 lines of 
the ITM source code. How challenging 
can such a short subroutine be?

double alos(double d, prop_type 

&prop, propa_type &propa)

{

complex<double> prop_

zgnd(prop.zgndreal,prop.

zgndimag);

static double wls;

complex<double> r;

double s, sps, q;

double alosv;

if (d==0.0)

{wls=0.021/(0.021+prop.

wn*prop.dh/mymax(10e3, 

propa.dlsa)); 

alosv=0.0;}

else

{ q=(1.0-0.8*exp 

(-d/50e3))*prop.dh;

s=0.78*q*exp(-

pow(q/16.0, 0.25));

q=prop.he[0]+prop.

he[1];

sps=q/sqrt(d*d+q*q);

r=(sps-prop_zgnd)/(sps+ 

prop_zgnd)*exp

(-mymin (10.0,prop.

wn*s*sps));

q=abq_alos(r);

if (q<0.25 || q<sps)

{ r=r*sqrt(sps/q);}

alosv=propa.

emd*d+propa.aed;

q=prop.wn*prop.

he[0]*prop.

he[1]*2.0/d;

if (q>1.57)
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{ q=3.14-2.4649/q;}

alosv=(-4.343*log(abq_

alos(complex<double> 

(cos(q),-sin(q))+r))- 

alosv)*wls+alosv;

 }

 return alosv;

}

And it calls a c11 version of the 
FORTRAN source code line “ABQ(R) 
5 REAL(R)**2+AIMAG(R)**2”, i.e.  
abq 1r 2 5 Real 1r 2 2 1 Imag 1r 2 2”. ABQ 
stands for “absolute value of q”, and is 
documented in Section 17 of “The Ir-
regular Terrain Model”, 8/1/2002, avail-
able on the NTIA website as “itm.pdf”. 
The c11 version of ABQ(R) is a sub-
routine named abq_alos:

double abq_alos(complex 

<double> r)

{ return r.real()*

r.real()+r.imag()*

r.imag();}

It also calls the mymax and mymin 
subroutines. The mymax subroutine 
simply returns the greater value of two 
argument values provided; the mymin 
subroutine returns the lesser value of 
two values provided.

The alos subroutine mainly calcu-
lates the signal loss from the two-di-
mensional primary (strongest) multipath 
ground reflection, commonly referred 
to as “two-ray” loss. This two-ray sig nal 
cancellation loss occurs in the line-of-
sight range. It is computed by comparing 
the power and phase of the direct ray 
signal arriving at the receive antenna, 
to the power and phase of the strongest 
ground reflection signal that is in-line 
(i.e. in the same two-dimensional plane) 
with the transmitted signal, to determine 
the cancellation loss (or addition) occur-
ring to the direct ray signal as a result 
of the combination of the two signals as 
they arrive at the receive antenna.

The theory and associated equations 
for two–ray attenuation are discussed in 
section 5 of Tech Note 101. The informa-
tion needed to understand this subrou-
tine is scattered in various publications. 
When I refer to the “Irregular Terrain 
Model” description by George Hufford, 

2002, I will note the reference as being 
to the “ITMD”. When I mention “Alg” 
equation reference numbers, it will refer 
to an algorithm formula in “The ITS Ir-
regular Terrain Model, version 1.22, the 
Algorithm” by G. A. Hufford, 1995 (the 
Algorithm). The “ITS67” references are to 
the algorithm formulas in “ESSA Techni-
cal Report ERL 79-ITS 67, Prediction of 
Tropospheric Radio Transmission Over 
Irregular Terrain, A Computer Method – 
1968” by A.G.Longley and P.L.Rice.

We will need to concentrate on the 
computation of Re, the effective Reflec-
tion coefficient, and the different way 
it is computed in the c11 version, as 
compared to the FORTRAN version.   
Re, the effective Reflection coefficient, 
comes from the calculations for Snell’s 
Law, and refers to the amount of the 
signal from the transmitting antenna 
that is reflected off of the ground going 
toward the receive antenna. It is stated 
as a ratio, with a range from 0.0 to 1.0.

The losses in the line-of-sight range, 
Alos, are taken from two values, one for 
extended diffraction attenuation, Ad, 
and one for two-ray attenuation, At.
Note that attenuation is stated in dB. The 
weighting factor determines how much 
of each is later added to free space loss 
to provide the final value, using the 
equation: Alos 5 11 2 wls 2Ad 1 wls*At 
[Alg. 4.44].

Looking at the source code of the 
alos subroutine, the main part starts 
with an “If” statement that is used only 
for the first run call, to set up wls. If 
d, the direct ray path distance beween 
the transmitter and receiver is zero, the 
resulting output loss value, alosv, is 
set to zero, and the wls, the weighting 
factor, is set to be equal to: 0.021, di-
vided by 10.021 1 prop.wn*prop.dh 2 , 
divided by the greater of 10 kilome-
ters or propa.dlsa [Alg 4.43]; where 
prop.wn is the wave number, 5 fre-
quency/47.7 MHz *meters, prop.dh is 
delta h, or Dh, the terrain irregularity 
parameter, and propa.dlsa is the sum 
of the two smooth earth horizon dis-
tances from the two terminals to their 
horizons, over smooth earth.

After the first call, d . zero, and 
the else statement takes over for all 
other calls. First, s, a.k.a. the factor 

sh 1d 2 , is calculated. The coefficient 
s, was originally specified to be the 
root-mean-square (rms) deviation of 
modified terrain elevations, yi, relative 
to the smooth earth curve defined by 
(TN101 5.16], within the limits of the 
first Fresnel zone in the horizontal re-
flecting plane. In the ITM, it has been 
changed to a empirically derived “rep-
resentation” of the standard deviation 
of the terrain and terrain clutter within 
the limits of the first Fresnel zone in 
the dominant reflecting plane, at a dis-
tance d, derived from Dhd. A tempo-
rary argument, q, is set to be equal to 
11.0 2 0.812d/50,0002 2*prop.d. Argument 
q here temporarily represents Dhd, 
the median estimate of the terrain ir-
regularity parameter at path distance 
d from the transmitter, where prop.dh 
is delta h, or Dh, the terrain irregu-
larity parameter [ITS67 (3), p. 7], and 
[Alg. 3.9]. Then s is set to be equal to 
0.78*q*10^ 121q/16.02 0.25 22  3Alg. 4.46 4. 
For example, for a Dh 1d 2  of 50 meters,  
s will range from 20 meters at d 5 one 
km., to 93 meters at 50 km.

The angle between ray r1, the sig-
nal ray from the transmitter site to the 
ground reflection point, is called the 
grazing angle, and is normally rep-
resented by the Greek symbol Psi, 
(C). We need the coefficient sps, the 
trigonometric sin of the grazing angle, 
or sinC . The temporary argument 
q is reset to be equal to the sum of 
prop.he 30 41 prop.he 31 4, where prop.
he[0] is the effective height of the 
transmit antenna and prop.he[1] is 
the effective height of the receive an-
tenna. Then sps is set to be equal to 
q/sqrt 1d*d 1 q*q 2 , which is the sum of 
the transmitter effective height he[0] 
and receiver effective height he[1], di-
vided by the length of the reflected rays 
r1 and r1, the two rays in the reflected 
signal path. This shortcut formula for 
calculating sps works well except for 
very near the transmitter, and provides 
the same answer as a more conven-
tional and slower rigorous trigonomet-
ric solution.

The magnitude of the theoretical 
plane earth reflection coefficient, rep-
resented by argument r in the source 
code (replacing Rh,v in the earlier 
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 documentation, including ITS67, with a 
redefined, dual-polarity Rer  derived from 
the relative transfer impedance Zg), 
is: Rer5 11sinC 2 Zg 2 / 1sinC 1 Zg 22

exp 32k*sh1d2*sinC 4, [Alg. 4.47]. In 
c11 source code, R re  is r and reads:

r 5  1sps2prop2zgnd 2 / 1sps 1 prop2

zgnd 2 *  1exp 12mymin 110.0, prop.wn*s
*sps 2 2. [in lieu of ITS67 3.9a to 
3.12, and 3.5, or Alg. 4.47 modi-
fied]. Note, for comparison to ITS67 
3.8a, that since k 5  2pl, then 1ksh1d2

sinC 2 5 12p 1sh1d 2 sinC 2 l 2 ,  there  by 
incorporating, without reference in 
the documentation, a Rayleigh crite-
ria-derived determination of rough-
ness. To understand this equation, 
it can be split into two parts. The 
1sps 2 prop2zgnd 2 / 1sps 1 prop2zgnd 2
part is the reflection coefficient, Re, rep-
resenting the percentage of signal in ray 
r1, from the transmitter to the reflection 
point, that is reflected as ray r2, from 
the reflection point to the receiver, over 
smooth earth. By changing the defini-
tion of zgnd, a.k.a. the ground transfer 
impedance, Zg, depending upon the 
polarity of the signal, this part of the 
equation includes consideration of the 
Pseudo-Brewster angle (PBA) for vertical 
polarity, including the vertical polarity 
PBA null, and the phase reversal from 
above to below the PBA. Above the PBA, 
the vertical polarity signal does not have 
a phase reversal at the reflection point.  
Below the PBA, at small grazing angles 
(toward the horizon), the phase of the 
vertically polarized signal matches the 
horizontally polarized signal, which al-
ways has a phase reversal (a 180 degree, 
p radians, or 1/2 wavelength change) at 
the point of reflection.  The range of this 
part of the equation is from zero to one; 
zero indicating no reflection, and one in-
dicating a no-loss reflection. 

The Rayleigh Criterion, derived from 
optics as applied to electromagnetic 
wave theory, considers a reflection sur-
face smooth if the path length differenc-
es due to terrain roughness are no more 
than a small fraction of a wavelength.  
Specifically, a surface is considered 
rough if the phase difference variation 
due to the roughness is less than 0.5p 
radians, or 908. The phase shift equa-
tion used in ITS67 is: dITS67 5 2pDr/l. 

The argument Dr  is the difference in 
signal path length between the di-
rect ray and the reflected rays, and is 
used to calculate the phase difference 
between the two signal paths. The 
path length equation for the reflected 
ray 1r1 1 r2 2  is: r1 1 r2 5  2 1he1he2 2 /d 
[TM101 5.9], so Dr 5  2 1 1he1 1 Dt 2
1he2 1 Dt 2 2  1he1he2 2 2 /d. Since the 
wave number, k, or prop.wn, is 
equal to 2p/l, combining we get:
d 5 wn * Dr 5 1wn2  *2 11he11Dt 2 1he21Dt 2  
2 1he1he2 2 2 /d from [Alg. 4.49, with d 
for s], and d 5 1wn 2 *2 1 1he1he21 
D the1 1 D the2 1 D t2 2 he1 he2 2 2 /d 5  
1wn 2 *2 1 1D the1 1 D the2 1 Dt2 2 2 /d, 
which simplifies to:  d 5 12wnDt 2  
1D t 1  he1 1 he2 2 /d. The 1sin C 2  af-
ter the terrain height change 
is : 1sin C 2  5  1Dt 1 he1 1  he2 2 /d, so 
by replacing 1Dt 1  he1  1  he22/d with 
1sin C2 , Dd 5wn*Dr 5 wn 1Dt 2 1sin C2 .   
So the terrain is considered rough if: 
Dd 5 wn 1Dt 2 1sin C 2 . 0.5  radians. 
Solving for the roughness decision 
point of Dt: Dt 5  0.5 / wn* 1sin C 2 ,  in 
units of meters. 

As we move along the path, the graz-
ing angle C will get smaller; and the 
1sinC 2  will get smaller.  For a 300 m. 
effective transmitter height, 1sinC 2  will 
change from approximately .99 at the 
first terrain interval from the base of 
the tower to 0.3 at 1 km, and to 0.006 at 
50 km. Since 1sinC 2  is in the denomi-
nator of the equation for Dt,the rough-
ness decision point becomes larger as 
we go away from the transmitter site. 
Therefore, the same roughness of ter-
rain, as considered by the reflecting 
rays, appears much less rough at a dis-
tance than when the ray is almost verti-
cal, near the transmitting site. 

When working with the Rayleigh 
criterion, the roughness is usually de-
scribed in terms of the standard devia-
tion s, (here, s) of the terrain around 
the mean level. A constant, C is derived, 
assessing the roughness in terms of 
s; C 5 4ps 1sinC 2 /l 5  2ks 1sinC 2 , or 
in c11, C 5  2 1prop.wn 2 1s 2 1sps 2 , How-
ever, this is based on the Rayleigh criterion’s 
usual derivation of the phase difference 
as being: Dd 52 1Dt 2 1sinC 2 , where the 
1sinC 2  is derived from the height change 
divided by the horizontal distance of the 

 incident, or incoming, ray. In the deriva-
tion for our two-ray example, the change in 
phase is: Dd 5 wn*Dr 5  wn* 1Dt2 1sinC2 . 
So in this case, and by replacing 2p/l 
with the wave number, k, a.k.a. prop.
wn, we have: C 5  2ps 1sinC 2 /l 5  
ks 1sinC 2 , or in c11, C 5  1prop.wn* 
s*sps 2 , Which we can recognize as the 
 exponent of the right side of the equa-
tion for Rer, i.e. the right half of the line of 
source code starting with r 5.

The Rayleigh criterion here is that if 
C , 0.1, then we have a smooth sur-
face. If C .  10 then the reflection is 
so diffuse that it can usually be ne-
glected.  So we can limit the equation 
at 10, and we can understand the limi-
tation on the maximum size of the ex-
ponent term, 1ksh1d2 sinC 2 ,of 10, that 
is found in the c11 code as mymax 
110, prop.wn*s*sps 2 . This limitation is 
not documented in the Algorithm. So 
the code reads: 

r 5  1sps 2prop2zgnd 2 / 1sps 1 prop2  
zgnd 2*  1exp 12mymin 110.0, prop.wn*s
*sps 2 2. and r now represents Rer. Note 
here that the relative transfer impedance 
Zg, determined in another subroutine, 
is not a single value, but a Cartesian 
two-value array representing a com-
plex number with real and imaginary 
(phase) components. The argument r 
was declared a complex argument; it 
now represents Rer computed using Zg, 
and is specified in Cartesian (rectangu-
lar) co-ordinates form as a “real” value 
“y” axis vector value, and an imaginary 
value “x” axis vector value, both refer-
enced to a 0,0 center point.

Returning to the subroutine, the 
temporary argument variable q is 
again recycled. The new subroutine 
abq_alos, not found in the FORTRAN 
version, is then called with input (r). 
The subroutine abq_alos returns the 
sum of the square of r.real, (r.real()*r.
real()), plus the square of (r.imag()*r.
imag()), the absolute value of the real 
and phase components of the input ar-
gument, which is read in as Cartesian 
(real value vector, imaginary [phase] 
value vector) co-ordinates. Note, how-
ever, that it does not include the step 
of taking the square root of the sum 
of the squares, which would provide 
the  value of the  polar vector r, using the 
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 Pythagorean theorem,  r 5  1a2 1 b2 2 1/2. 
So at this point, q represents the 
square of the value of: Rh,v  of the  
Rh,v exp 32  12p sh sin C2/l 4 in 3ITS67 3.8a4,  
i.e., the square of the polar co-ordi-
nate “r” vector value of the reflection 
coefficient.

Note that according to Annex 3 of 
ITS67, on page 3–4, Rh,v  should rep-
resent the magnitude (the absolute 
value, or modulus) of the theoretical 
plane earth reflection coefficient, with 
the subscripts h,v representing hori-
zontal and vertical polarity. There are 
some theoretical procedural updates 
between the math in Annex 3, ITS67, 
and the 1982 ITS FORTRAN source 
code.  The 1982 ITM updates the cal-
culation of R to be calculated from the 
(complex) surface impedance, so that 
the difference between h and v polar-
ity is included in R, and R is therefore 
a complex value at this point, stated 
in Cartesian (rectangular) coordinates 
1a 1 jb 2

The ITM does not always use the 
above value of r. If q is less than 0.25, 
or if q is less than sps, then r is set to 
be equal to r* 1sps/q 2 1/2. At this point, 
r represents the Re  in [ITS67 3.8b], for 
antenna gains 5 1. Note that this is a 
change in the calculation of the low 
angle correction value stated in Annex 
3 of the ITS67, for which no explana-
tion is given in the documentation.

The next section of the subroutine 
finishes the computation of the extend-
ed diffraction attenuation that it started 
in previous subroutines. I discussed 
the issue of the use of “extended dif-
fraction” to determine line-of-sight 
loss, instead of a scientifically-based 
clutter calculation, in my tutorial at 
the 59th annual Symposium last fall. 
The extended diffraction attenua-
tion, however, is applied the same 
in this subroutine in both FORTRAN 
and c11 versions, and is not the is-

sue we are pursuing here. So the value 
of alosv is first set to be the value of 
Ad, mentioned above, in dB, equal 
to 3propa.emd * d 1  propa.aed 4, 
where propa.emd has been set equal 
to 1a4 2 a3 2 / 1d4 2 d3 2  and propa.aed 
has been set equal to a3 2 propa.emd *d3 
in subroutine lrprop , and d is the di-
rect signal path distance.

Then q  is again reassigned; reset 
to be equal to the value of delta 1d 2 ,
representing the path distance differ-
ence in wavelengths, stated in radi-
ans, between the direct ray r0, and the 
primary reflected ray, r1 1  r2. This 
is calculated as per [ITS67 3.3a] to be: 
dITS67 5 2pDr/l 5  p 1Dr 2 fMHz /150, or 
dITS67 5  .041917 fMHz 1he1*he2 2 / 1d 2 ,
where: fMHz /300 5  1l, Dr 5  2* 1he1

*he22/1d 2 , where he1, he2  are the effec-
tive heights of the transmit and receive 
antennas in meters, and d is the line-of-
sight signal path distance in meters.

In c11 code, we will calcu-
late this is terms of the wave num-
ber, wn 5  2p/l 5  fMHz/47.4, so 
fMHz 5 wn*47.4. Here prop.wn is the 
wave number, so substituting wn*47.7 
for fMHz, q 5 prop.wn*prop.he[0]*prop.
he[1]*2/d, i.e. [ITS67 3.3a] or [Alg. 4.49] 
with the wave number substituted for 
wavelength, or frequency in MHz. prop.
he[0] is the effective height of the transmit 
antenna, prop.he[1] is the effective height 
of the transmit antenna, and d is again 
the signal path distance, with all effec-
tive heights and distances in meters.

And after all that, if q, currently 
holding the value of d9, the path dis-
tance difference between the direct 
ray path, r0, and the indirect ray path
r1 1  r2, is greater than 1.57, (equal to
p/2, or one-quarter wavelength, or 
90o) then q, representing d, is reset to 
be equal to: 3.14 2  12.4649/q 2 , a.k.a 
1p 2 1p/2 22/d r 2 . This compresses all 
rotation after the first ¼ cycle into just 
under one single slow cycle that ap-

proaches, but never reaches, a single 
null (p radians) far beyond the horizon 
[Alg. 4.50]. So the ITM two-ray calcula-
tions do not include the two-ray fresnel-
zone fadeouts near the transmitter site, 
only the last, long fadeout near the hori-
zon, where the direct and reflected sig-
nals are within one wavelength of each 
other and approaching the same length. 
Due to the phase reversal at the reflec-
tion point for horizontal polarity signals, 
and for vertical polarity signals at low 
angles below the PBA, the direct and 
reflected path signals are therefore ap-
proaching the point where they cancel 
each other out, if the reflected signal is 
strong enough to closely approach the 
signal strength of the direct ray. NOTE: it 
will be important later to remember that 
the phase difference is stated as a single 
angle value, in units of radians, not as 
a complex value in Cartesian co-ordi-
nates. As an example, for a frequency of 
100 MHz (U. S. FM broadcast band), a 
transmitter effective height of 300 me-
ters, and a receive effective height of 
10 meters, as the distance goes from 
1000 meters to 9000 meters, the d goes 
from 3 radians to 1.4 radians, which is 
less than 90 degrees, at which point 
it is past the range compression, and 
then fades to 1.25 radians at 10 km, 
0.63  radians at 20 km, and to .25 radians 
at 50 km.

We have now arrived at the single 
most complicated line of source code in 
the ITM: alosv 5 (–4.343*log(abq_alos
(complex<double>(cos(q),2sin(q))
1r))2alosv)*wls+alosv. I will break 
here, and give you a few months to take 
in what has been covered so far. I will 
take up this topic in the Summer issue 
with a discussion of this long, compli-
cated, and, yes, faulty line of code.

© Sid Shumate and Givens & Bell, 
2010. For permission to reprint, contact 
the author, Sid Shumate, at sshumate@
bia.com
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Summary of BTS 2009 AdCom Meetings 
Held During 2009

Summaries are provided below of the 
three BTS AdCom meetings held dur-
ing 2009. For a copy of the complete 
meeting report, please contact Kathy 
Colabaugh, BTS Senior Administrator 
at k.colabaugh@ieee.org.

10 January 2009 
BTS AdCom Meeting
Las Vegas Hilton, Las Vegas, NV USA, 
4:00 PM – 7:00 PM

19 BTS AdCom members in atten-
dance including 8 via teleconference

Guests: Larry Zhang, CES President, 
Will Lumpkins, CES Past President

Presidents Report – Bill Hayes
BTS was an underwriter for a program 

on the digital television switchover “Re-
ceiving Digital Television.” Gary Sgrignoli 
and Bill created the program at Iowa Pub-
lic Television. So far 110+ stations have 
shown an interest in the production. 

NAB 2009 Tutorial – Tom Gurley 
Topic will be the newly proposed 

Mobile Television Standard. 
2008 Fall Symposium – Ed 

Williams, James Fang
Symposium venue at the Westin 

Alexandria was well received. With 
economic issues, the Symposium had 
about the same number of attendees. 

2009 Fall Symposium – Tom 
Silliman

The 2009 Symposium will take 
place on 14–16 October, at the Westin 
 Alexandria. Tom Silliman and Eric 
Wandel are Symposium co-Chairs. Ed 
Williams and James Fang will again be 
Technical Committee co-Chairs.

Broadband Multimedia Sympo-
sium – Yiyan Wu

2009 Broadband Multimedia Sym-
posium with be held 13–15 May 2009 
in Bilbao, Spain. Pablo Anguiera and 
Ulrich Reimers are co-Chairs. 195 Ab-
stracts have been received from more 
than 30 countries. 60 members are on 
the Technical Program Committee to 
review these abstracts. 

2010 Broadband Multimedia 
Symposium – Yiyan Wu

Symposium will take place in Shang-
hai, China. 

Financial Report – Lanny Nass
BTS is still doing well financially. 

Time will tell how the downturn in the 
economy affects our reserves.

Education Committee – Ralph 
Hogan/Tom Gurley

Bridging the Gap: Actively working 
with the developers. 

Global Wireless Consortium: 
GWEC Summit – Eric Wandel

The BTS AdCom approved 
$500.00 in sponsorship money for 
the 2009 Global Wireless Summit 
which will be held in May. Ralph 
Hogan reports that BTS is a corpo-
rate member of the Global Wireless 
Consortium. The $2000.00 member-
ship fee allows all BTS members to 
access the education modules on 
their website. 

Distinguished Lecturer Program 
– Rich Chernock

BTS is in the formation stage of this 
new program. It is hoped that nine DLs 
will be chosen and confirmed by the 
end of the year.

Publications Report 
Newsletter – Bill Meintel
Not much feedback is received from 

membership. Perhaps we should con-
tact them for Newsletter inputs.

Transactions – Yiyan Wu
Things are going well. All issues are 

mailed on time or early.
 RF Standards – Greg Best
The RF standards working group is 

looking into dividing into two work-
ing groups: 3rd order IMD 8-VSB signal 
measurement and IEEE-2008 Recom-
mended Practice update for harmonic 
measurement.

 802.22 Standard – Tom Gurley
An email blast was sent to the entire 

BTS membership encouraging mem-
bership in the Standards Association to 
vote on these sponsor ballots

Meeting Adjourned by Bill Hayes 
at 7:00 PM

19 April 2009 BTS 
AdCom Meeting,
Las Vegas Hilton. Las Vegas, NV USA, 
5:00 PM – 8:00 PM

23 AdCom Members in attendance
Guests: Phyllis Caputo, Project Manag-

er, “Bridging the Gap,” and Rich Friedel
Presidents Report – Bill Hayes
IEEE requested that a BTS repre-

sentative serve on the IEEE Women in 
Engineering Committee (WIE). Bill nom-
inated Christine Di Lapi who agreed to 
serve. Jules Cohen announced his retire-
ment. Jules Cohen was the BTS repre-
sentative on the Committee on Man and 
Radiation (COMAR). Eric Wandel agreed 
to serve as the BTS representative.

Eric Wandel is leaving his position 
as Strategic Planning Chair. This BTS 
position needs to be filled.

Bridging the Gap – Phyllis Capu-
to and Ralph Hogan

Ralph Hogan discussed the project 
with a slide presentation. 

IBC – Mike Bennett
Sony has backed out of IBC. All oth-

er main players seem to be on track. 
USTTI – Jerry Berman
Jerry Berman requests additional 

volunteer instructors for USTTI classes.
Future AdCom Meetings
Saturday, 12 September 2009 - meet-

ing to be held at IBC, Amsterdam
Meeting Adjourned by Bill Hayes 

at 8:00 PM

12 September 2009 
BTS AdCom Meeting
Park Conferencie Center, RAI, Ámster-
dam, the Netherlands, 2:00 PM – 5:30 PM 

20 members in attendance, includ-
ing 4 by phone

Guests: Rich Friedel
Welcome and Introductions: 

Bill Hayes
Pablo Angueira agreed to be the 

Strategic Planning Committee Chair. 
Rich Friedel was appointed to serve 

as a Representative to the IBC Council. 
This position will advise and recom-
mend programs and presentations at 
the IBC conference. 

2010 BTS Cost of Membership
John Barr, Treasurer for TAB, has 

questioned why BTS has not raised 
their membership dues for several 
years. There is a TAB recommendation 
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that dues cover the cost of member-
ship. The cost per BTS member is ap-
proximately $22.00. BTS charges $15.00 
for annual dues. Discussion followed 
regarding what members receive for 
their dues. Society is quite solvent, so 
most agree that an increase does not 
serve our members. Motion “Do not in-
crease the BTS membership dues for 
2010.” Approved unanimously.

Distinguished Lecturer Program 
– Rich Chernock

The Distinguished Lecturer Program 
has officially launched. The BTS now 
has a full suite of DLs (12) representing 
many different topic interests. 

Strategic Planning Committee – 
Pablo Angueira

The first task will be to review old 
Strategic Plan documents and update 
as necessary.

Nominations – Tom Gurley
Five seats are open for Members-at-

Large, with nine nominations received. 
It is a good mix of candidates, new, ex-
perienced, and good geographic cover-
age. This year, electronic voting will be 
an option.

IBC 2009 – Mike Bennett
IBC is the second largest broadcast 

show worldwide. It is committed to re-
main in Amsterdam for 2010 and 2011.

IBC Tutorial – Yiyan Wu
BTS tutorial consists of five speak-

ers (two from North America, three 
from Europe) plus a panel discussion 
on audio technology issues.

ICCE Tutorial – Tom Gurley
BTS has been approached by the 

Consumer Electronics Society to re-
prise the NAB 2009 tutorial on the 
ATSC DTV Standard. The ICCE confer-
ence is January 11–13, with tutorials 
held on January 9–10.

2009 Multimedia Symposium – 
Pablo Angueira/Yiyan Wu

It was a strategic challenge and 
risky to move this conference outside 
the USA, but the Symposium turned 
out to be extremely successful Bilbao, 
Spain. Even with swine flu and the 
economic crisis, attendance still dou-
bled. Survey received a 70% return. It 
has been a great way to serve mem-
bers in Europe. 

GOLD Event at BMSB 2009 – Heidi 
Himmanen

A GOLD Committee is already in 
formation. There are currently repre-
sentatives from Brazil, Spain, Korea 
and Finland. Heidi requests input for 
ideas on how to advance this initia-
tive further. Need nominations for a 
GOLD committee member from the 
USA and Canada. Also need a nomi-
nation of a GOLD member from in-
dustry. Currently all members are 
from academia. 10% of BTS members 
are GOLD members. 

2009 Broadcast Symposium – 
Tom Silliman

Preparations are well underway for 
the Broadcast Symposium, October 
14–16. A Manufacturers Reception to be 
held this year on Thursday evening.

2010 Multimedia Symposium – 
Yiyan Wu

Planning is going well for Shanghai, 
China. Symposium will be held, 24–26 
March 2010. A 3D TV workshop may be 
held the day before the symposium starts, 
23 March. 2011 Multimedia Symposium 
will be held in Germany, 7–9 June 2011.

Financial Report – Lanny Nass
Societies are unable to use their re-

serves this year, due to the 10% rule. 
Due to the economic downturn, re-
serves have suffered a significant loss. 

Publications Report – Charlie 
Einolf

TAB Publications Review of the 
Transactions will be conducted in Feb-

ruary 2010. BTS publications are very 
highly rated by IEEE for timeliness, 
quality etc. 

 802.22 Standards – Tom Gurley
As a result of the FCC report, and 

order on the use of unlicensed devices 
in the television white space, the IEEE 
802.22 standards are no longer the 
only game in town. Two other IEEE 
802 working groups have begun proj-
ects on white space standards. 

Membership – Ralph Hogan
More research is needed to track 

membership trends by age/geographic 
location/industry vs. academia etc over 
time.

RF Standards – Greg Best
Greg would appreciate input on how 

to proceed or not proceed with receiv-
er standards. Another issue is that no 
one knows how to use silicon tuners. 
Can BTS come up with guidelines on 
what a tuner should do? Performance 
measures/guidelines/recommended 
practice needed. Another potential 
Standard for a BTS working group.

New Business – New Business – 
Bill Hayes

Steve Dukes has volunteered to as-
sist with Awards activities.

Should BTS attend the NAB Radio 
Show in Philadelphia in 2010? It is held 
in late September and might be a good 
venue for a BTS membership booth.

BTS will be a sponsor of the ATSC 
Audio workshop in November 2009.

Future AdCom Meetings
Friday, 8 January 2010 – meeting to 

be held at CES, Las Vegas, USA
Sunday, 11 April 2010 – meeting to 

be held at NAB, Las Vegas, USA
Tuesday, 19 October 2010 - meeting 

to be held at Broadcast Symposium, 
 Alexandria, VA, USA

Meeting Adjourned by Bill Hayes 
at 5:45 PM
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In Memoriam
By James E. O’Neal

Stanley Lebar, who headed the West-
inghouse Electric project to deliver 
live video from the moon in 1969, 
died of cardiac arrest on Dec. 23 at the 
age of 84. 

Lebar’s special camera was used by 
Astronaut Neil Armstrong when he first 
set foot on the lunar surface during the 
Apollo 11 mission. It had been designed 
to operate at temperatures ranging be-
tween minus 250 degrees and plus 300 
degrees Fahrenheit in the vacuum of 
space, and to automatically cope with 
great extremes of light intensity. The 
camera also had to deliver live video in 
only 500 kHz of bandwidth. Ten of the 
special cameras were constructed in a 
contract with NASA, and the price tag 
for each was $1 million. 

Lebar was the subject of a July 8, 
2009 TV Technology article that de-
scribed the how the video coverage 
of man’s first landing on the moon 
40 years earlier was achieved. He re-
vealed that during the camera devel-
opment program he had been tapped 

by Westinghouse management as the 
company’s point person to address the 
world media in the event that the cam-
era didn’t function properly. “That was 
a reality that I preferred never having 
to actually cope with,” Lebar said. The 
device did work as planned, allowing 
an estimated global audience of 600 

million persons to witness the historic 
first footsteps on the moon. 

For several years prior to the 40th an-
niversary of the Apollo 11 event, Lebar 
was heavily involved in an attempt to 
locate NASA tapes containing the spe-
cial unconverted 320-line/10 frame per 
second video produced by the West-
inghouse camera. He appeared at a 
July 16, 2009 Washington, D.C. press 
conference with NASA personnel who 
announced that the search was being 
abandoned, as the tapes had probably 
been degaussed and reused. 

Lebar received his engineering de-
gree from the University of Missouri and 
served in the U.S. Army Air Corps dur-
ing World War II. He grew up in Brook-
lyn, N.Y., but was a long time resident of 
Severna Park, Md. Lebar is survived by 
his wife of 61 years and three children.

Copyright TV Technology Vol. 28, 
No.2, January 20, 2010. Permission 
granted by TV Technology to reprint. 
For information about TV Technology 
please visit www.tvtechnology.com
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BTS Member Benefit!

Global Wireless Education Consortium (GWEC) 

The Global Wireless Education Consortium, or GWEC (pronounced GeeWec), is a collaboration of 

wireless industry companies and academic institutions. The Broadcast Technology Society is a con-

tinuing member of the Global Wireless Education Consortium, and has sponsored and participated in 

the annual GWEC Summit for the last three years. 

GWEC focuses its efforts on expanding wireless technology curriculum in academic institutions 

worldwide. Many companies, colleges and universities develop the curriculum together, and only 

ONCE. The GWEC then shares that material among all members. The intent is to work more efficient-

ly by eliminating duplication of effort and dollars spent.

Most, if not all of GWEC’s educational content from various meetings, summits and workshops, 

including webinars and tutorials, are available for use by BTS members. Some topics that may be of 

interest to members are Radio Transmission, Spectrum Management, Wireless Security Issues, and 

Wireless Networking Protocols to just name a few. Depending on the specific topic, some of the 

downloadable content is in languages other than English. 

All BTS members in good standing are eligible to register with the GWEC at no charge.

Join the GWEC learning community today, by following these simple instructions:

Complete the on-line Password Application form:

http://ece-2.rose-hulman.edu/gwec/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=120&Itemid=26

On page 2 of this application, enter a temporary password. Once your application has been pro-

cessed, you will receive a Username via email. At this point, please change your password.

The Codeword is – BTS

Once you have received a Username and have changed your password, 

login to the GWEC site as a member. You will have access to most of the Education Modules 

and Webinars at no charge.

www.gwec.org

Please contact Kathy Colabaugh, k.colabaugh@ieee.org, 

if you have any questions or problems accessing the site.
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CALL FOR PAPERS
Special Issue On 

3D-TV Horizon: Contents, Systems, and Visual Perception

IEEE Transactions on Broadcasting

Despite initial skepticism, there is a growing consensus that the next hot topic in the broadcast industry will be 
three-dimensional television (3D-TV). In addition to two-dimensional visual cues of perspective, size, shading, tex-
ture, blur, etc., the third dimension of depth will be provided by stereoscopic information in the form of disparity 
signals from paired images. Research efforts toward the development of 3D-TV have taken on a new zeal with the 
advent of digital TV (Satellite DTV, Digital Cable TV, Terrestrial DTV, Internet TV and IPTV) and rapid advances in 
digital display technology (LCDs notably) that are capable of displaying flickerless stereoscopic images. Recent box 
office successes and the popularity of digital 3D movies that audiences have been able to enjoy in the movie the-
aters have also spurred this development. Nevertheless, the successful transfer of 3D from the theater to the home 
will depend on the development of new standards, technological advances and adaptations that can cater to the 
specifics of the broadcast industry, infrastructure, and user scenarios that are distinctive of the television home 
viewing environment. The goal of the proposed special issue is to provide a focal point for compilation of the 
state-of-the art technologies, research findings, practices and analyses of issues in the major areas that are funda-
mental to the successful launch and upkeep of 3D-TV. 

This special issue solicits innovative papers on all fundamental aspects of 3D-TV, including contents, systems, and 
human visual perception. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:

Standard(s) for 3D-TV • 
Human factors and perception pertinent to 3D-TV • 
3D-TV image capture • 
3D-TV content generation • 
3D-TV systems and transmission • 
3D-Video coding, analysis and processing• 
3D-TV displays • 

All submissions will be peer-reviewed. Contributors should submit mature, unpublished work in camera-ready version fol-
lowing the journal’s instructions for authors, which are available at http://www.ieee.org/organizations/society/bt/public.html.

Important dates
Deadline for authors to submit papers: July 15, 2010
Notification of review results: Jan. 15, 2011
Deadline for final version of papers: Feb. 15, 2011
Possible publication: Q2/2011.

Submission guidelines
Authors should follow the IEEE Transactions on Broadcasting format described in the Information for Authors at 
http://www.ieee.org/organizations/society/bt/authorinfo.htm. Please indicate that the submission is for the spe-
cial issue on “3D-TV Horizon: Contents, Systems, and Visual Perception”

Prospective authors should submit a PDF version of their paper to 
Ms. Jennifer Barbato at pboffice@ieee.org
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